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“Scenography” no longer refers to classical theatre design alone. In Philippe
Quesne’s Bivouac (above), a wooded park becomes a staged space. And while it’s
debatable whether the pink prison cell on the cover of this issue has a calming
effect on inmates, there is no doubt that a new understanding of spatial design is
increasingly shaping our work and our lives.

Let The Show Begin
We go to the theatre to plunge into unknown worlds. This is also the principle behind Situation Rooms, the award-winning production by the German/Swiss theatre arts trio Rimini Protokoll. We stand on a rooftop terrace, gazing at a wallpaper panorama of a Middle Eastern city, while the
corresponding street sounds echo in our ears via headphones. A little later,
we are lying in a field hospital in the heat of Sierra Leone, a cool bedsheet
against our skin. Then we’re in a Russian canteen, stirring a bowl of soup;
the scent of borscht rises to our nostrils and we taste a sip. For Situation
Rooms, stage designer Dominic Huber created exact imitations of fifteen
workplaces. In less than two hours’ time, we have travelled around the
world, experiencing it with all five senses. We have seen, heard, smelled,
felt and tasted – and have thus experienced the essence of scenography. As
the American theatre professor Arnold Aronson writes in his introductory
essay for this issue of Passages, scenography’s ultimate aim is “the total
sensory seduction of the spectator.”
Originally a term referring to set design, scenography now shapes all
areas of public life, as curator Martin Heller observes in an interview in
these pages. From political speeches to prison cells and the virtual worlds
of video games, staging is now the order of the day. Scenography belongs
to all art forms and cannot be attributed to any one particular discipline.
This issue of Passages provides an overview of the diversity of scenographic domains and characteristics – because, while it may not yet be a household word, scenography is indeed present in nearly all aspects of our lives.
Our dossier on the subject also includes socio-political ruminations by the
Dutch cultural philosopher Lieven De Cauter and the Swiss architect Bernadette Fülscher, a comic take on the nuts and bolts of stage sets by theatre
festival director Nicolette Kretz, and a progress report on the 2015 Prague
Quadrennial of Performance Design and Space. For the first time, the
Swiss entry for the world’s largest scenography event is being curated by
an interdisciplinary team appointed by Pro Helvetia.
We wish you a stimulating reading experience.
Andrew Holland
Director, Pro Helvetia
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Scenography is the art
of staging spaces. But what
exactly does that mean?
What is the origin of the
concept, and what forms
does it take? The authors
featured in this dossier
look at scenography in a
multiplicity of contexts and
practices, including stage
design, architecture, theatre
studies, virtual reality and
political philosophy. The
accompanying photo series
features examples of particularly striking scenographic
strategies. Shown here:
Anish Kapoor’s Leviathan,
an enormous inflatable PVC
sculpture, dominates the
interior of the Grand Palais
in Paris in 2011.
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In the fashion circus: a sun inspired by
artist Olafur Eliasson illuminates the Marc Jacobs
Fall / Winter 2013 collection
6

At the national exhibition: the artificial cloud
designed by Diller + Scofidio for Switzerland’s
Expo.02 in Yverdon-les-Bains
7

In the public sphere:
the red City Lounge in St. Gallen, designed
by Pipilotti Rist and Carlos Martinez

At the theatre: Elfriede Jelinek’s
Winterreise, precariously staged by
Olaf Altmann in Vienna
9

In the village: Felice Varini attached hoops to
these houses in Vercorin, Valais for the temporary
installation Cercle et suite d’éclats in 2009
10

For the media: burning tyres
and flags on the Maidan in Kiev,
Ukraine in February 2014
11

At the shopping centre:
structured pathways and rest areas at
a mall in Guangzhou, China

In virtual space: gloomy scenery from
the game design for Raindrop
by Nihad Nasupovic and Max Ramirez
13
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n the eighteenth-century novella La petite maison, author larly great importance. The architectural qualities of the theatre
Jean-François de Bastide tells a story of seduction by archi- are foregrounded. And in a sense, the ghost of every performance
tecture. A marquis invites a virtuous young woman to visit on that stage is immanent. Even if the performance moves out of
his maison de plaisance outside Paris. As she moves through the theatre into, say, an open field or an abandoned factory, these
the elaborately designed gardens and the elegantly propor- same qualities are always present.
tioned rooms whose exquisite architecture, ever-shifting light, and
Perhaps the notion of “stage” itself needs to be defined. In
the music of a hidden orchestra is described in minute detail, the common usage, of course, we know what a stage is: a platform,
woman inevitably succumbs. This is architecture as erotics, but usually raised, on which a performance is enacted. Fundamentally,
even more so, it is the ultimate example of scenography: the total a stage is a demarcated space that has been physically or metaphorengagement of the senses of the spectator or, if you will, the sen- ically framed. The proscenium arch theatre is the most obvious
sory seduction of the spectator.
example: a stage that is literally encompassed by a picture frame.
Presumably, this is not precisely what Aristotle had in mind But any stage that is separated from the spectators in some way is
when he first used the term skenographia in his Poetics. The word framed. Even street performers create a stage through their moveliterally means “scenic writing”
ments and actions, indicating a
and probably refers to some visual
performing space that is largely inaspect of theatrical production,
violable, although it is impermathough it is highly unlikely that
nent. A frame is what separates art
Aristotle was referring to any sort
from life. The viewer and the thing
of illusionistic scenery. The term
being viewed confront each other.
re-emerged in the twentieth cenIn a sense, one creates the other:
tury with varied and imprecise
to designate a particular space as a
meanings. In several languages it
stage, or to place a frame, literal or
refers rather narrowly to scenic
metaphorical, around an image or
design (stage settings and décor),
object, is, in effect, to create a specwith the creator of works desigtator. Scenography is the art of fillnated as a scenographer. But this is
ing the theatrical frame and, in
In our highly mediated society, staging is
many cases, the art of creating a
only one aspect of the much larger
becoming less material and more virtual.
scenic vocabulary. The stage image
theatrical frame.
A look back at some of scenography’s
includes costume and light – in
Spectators and performers
previous incarnations, and a few thoughts
dance these two elements may, in

The Stage As
Simulacrum
of Reality

fact, be dominant – and perhaps
Western theatre in the twentieth
on where it is heading today.
century witnessed an ongoing
more significantly, the organization of space both onstage and in
struggle between a theatre of imBy Arnold Aronson
the theatre as a whole. But the
ages and a scenography of space:
spectator’s sensory experience goes
the former a pictorial, even paintbeyond the visual. It also includes
erly form, the latter emphasizing
sound and, while rare in more conventional types of presentational the volume and dimensionality of the stage. However, many modtheatre, there are forms of performance that may incorporate the ern theoreticians and practitioners have felt that the dichotomy of
tactile and olfactory senses. Thus, in its broadest and most inclu- the stage and auditorium creates an inevitable confrontational resive definition, scenography may be understood as the combined lationship between performer and spectator. They therefore sought
visual, spatial, and auditory components of theatrical production, ways to incorporate the spectator within the space of the stage,
and may also include other sensory responses as well. The sceno- creating a shared space for spectators and performers. This regraphic is a constant and pervasive aspect of all performance, and sulted in the environmental theatre movement, and more recently
arguably the most influential.
in site-specific theatre and immersive theatre, where traditional
frames are largely eradicated and notions of spectatorship and perInside the frame
formance are subverted. It is also analogous to theme parks such
Not all scenography need be as erotically seductive as the Marquis’s as Disney World, whose carefully plotted ground plans guide us
house, but it must engage us. A single chair on a bare stage is as through a maze of entertainment and commerce. And it even bears
much an example of scenography as a multi-set opera. But in fact, comparison to other commercial enterprises such as shopping
the phrase “bare stage” is itself problematic. The term is generally malls or retail establishments such as IKEA. In these cases, there
used to mean a stage in which the walls of the theatre are exposed, is no stage or auditorium: it is all a site of performance and particthe space above the stage remains unmasked, and the floor is un- ipatory spectatorship united through scenography. The art world,
disguised. Such a stage, however, is actually richly scenic. All the too, has seemingly moved in this direction, with increasingly
visible elements have colour and texture. The spatial volume of the frequent examples of massive installations in which the viewer is
stage in relation to the space of the auditorium takes on particu- enveloped within the artwork and there is virtually no possibility
S CE NO G R APH Y
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of the traditional relationship to a work of art: of standing outside
the frame and looking in. The recent attempts, in both theatre and
art, to dissolve the very frame that identifies it, suggests an art form
that is struggling to define itself within contemporary society.

“

that combines live and mediated, present and absent. Tangible
scenery with physical continuity is no longer a given when discussing scenography.
For much of the history of theatre, scenography has functioned as a means of creating a material reality for the presentation
An ephemeral space
of the immaterial: the mythical, allegorical, and fictional, or perIn order to read a stage, we must first recognize the frame that sep- haps the illusion of an actual locale whose physical and temporal
arates a particular space from the world around it, thereby transform- materiality lay elsewhere. There was an ineluctable drive toward
ing the images and objects within that space into a readable sign sys- the stage as simulacrum of reality or – in the wake of film and its
tem. What allows for the process of translation is a correspondence almost effortless absorption of naturalism – the stage as a site of
between the imagistic and spatial constructs on the stage and the visual abstraction or an emphasis on the stage as stage. But in a
world in which so much human interaction
is mediated through electronic and digital
It is increasingly rare to attend a theatre performance
technologies, where information exists
that does not include some sort of projection.
not in tangible form but in a netherworld
known as “the cloud,” it is increasingly difspectators’ visual and spatial perception of the experiential world. ficult for the stage to exist meaningfully as a site of physical and
The stage can be understood only if it relates to the spatial and im- tangible interaction. The new technologies are emphasizing the
agistic codes of its society. We live in a culture of the instantaneous, dematerialization of the stage: the stage as a permeable and ephemthe temporary, the fragmented, the polyvalent, the intangible and eral space that more accurately represents our perception of the
ephemeral, the distant and the near. A scenography that depicts experiential world. A stage that might seduce us today.
solidity, linearity, and continuity – a scenography of visual, physical, or narrative coherence – is in many ways a false depiction of
the current world and a nostalgic evocation of a dying form of theatre. And it is ever more challenging to contemporary audiences,
who may find it difficult to apprehend.
We are witnessing what I have called the “dematerialization
of the stage.” This entails the disappearance of the solid architectural stage as well as the disintegration of traditional scenographic
techniques and practices, largely as a result of new media and digital technologies. In particular, it is increasingly rare to attend a theatre performance that does not include some sort of projection. For
years this medium was more often decorative, or a means for creating mood, a vehicle for conveying information, or a substitute for
other types of scenery. But with the growing sophistication of technology, and the developing proficiency of directors and designers
with such tools, the stage is losing its hegemonic power to frame and
focus the theatrical event and to provide a concrete and singular locus in relation to an assembled body of spectators.
New media rupture time and space. The fundamental definition of theatre has always been the presence of a performer in front
of a spectator. The shared physical presence has always meant that
it existed in the here and now – a live performer doing something
in real time in the same physical location as the spectator. But media such as a pre-recorded image, film, or video bring another time
and place into the present. A live video feed of an offstage locale,
for instance, is synchronous but disrupts space. A live video of an
onstage event pulls the spectator’s gaze in two directions: the live
and the mediated, with the mediated often triumphing. Live video
onstage also creates the theatrical equivalent of Cubism by allowing the spectator to view an action or image from multiple angles Arnold Aronson is a professor of theatre at Columbia University.
He served as General Commissioner of the 2007 Prague
simultaneously. Not unlike the real world, in which someone may Quadrennial of Stage Design and Theatre Architecture. He has
be using a smart phone or tablet computer while simultaneously published several books on scenography, including Looking into
Abyss: Essays in Scenography and Ming Cho Lee: A Life
engaging with the immediate environment and other media, the the
in Design. He edited The Disappearing Stage: Reflections on
theatre now confronts us with a multivalent sensual experience the 2011 Prague Quadrennial.

”
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n July 2014, Passages visited the curatorial team during one
of their project meetings in Zurich. Architect Markus
Lüscher, theatre scholar Imanuel Schipper, museum director Barbara Zürcher and project coordinator Claudia Rüegg
shared their thoughts on scenography and on their joint
work in progress.

the city, or from all over the country. Like most small or mid-size
institutions, we can’t afford to hire a dedicated scenographer. At
the Haus für Kunst Uri, we have a museum with an outdoor area
as well, and I try to vary the set-up of the indoor and outdoor spaces
by working together with the artists I am exhibiting. The emphasis is on creating an aesthetic, content-based narrative structure
for a given exhibit. Contemporary art can often seem elitist, and
so it is especially important to give the audience some meat on the
bones. During the Quadrennial, the artist duo Lang / Baumann will
stage an exhibition there that will transform the whole museum.
We will also host the final salon on the theme of “Shared Space,”
which will feature special guests reflecting on scenography and
art. For instance: Is there even a distinction between the two?

The Prague Quadrennial (PQ) is one of the most important
events for scenography today. What is Switzerland’s role in the
PQ, and what is the team’s task for the 2015 edition and its
theme, “SharedSpace: Music Weather Politics”?
Claudia Rüegg: Unfortunately, the PQ is still not very well known
in Switzerland. Before 1989, the Iron Curtain obscured our view
of the event. Even in those days, the
PQ was open to all countries, but it
Speaking of distinctions: what is
the relationship between scenogwas primarily a showcase for Eastern Europe, and very nationalistic
raphy and architecture?
in character. It was also strongly
Lüscher: The relationship between
theatre-oriented. In 2011, a new
architecture and scenography is a
generation took over the direction
little strained, probably because it is
of the event, broadening its scope
based on some big misunderstandand expanding the definition of sceings. Architects often think that sceThe thirteenth edition of the Prague
nography. Switzerland has particinography simply means designing
Quadrennial of Performance Design
pated in the Prague event for many
an exhibition or erecting some temand Space (PQ) will take place
years. The Federal Office of Culture
porary structure. What interests
in June 2015. An interdisciplinary team
me, however, is the branch of sceused to appoint the participants.
With this edition, Pro Helvetia has
nography that very generally has
appointed by Pro Helvetia is
taken over the task. We are responto do with a building’s presence and
curating the Swiss entry for the world’s
sible for curating the Swiss entry to
with the staging of public space.
largest scenography event.
That’s how I see my role in this
the PQ’s Section of Regions and
Countries.
group and in our joint project: makMarkus Lüscher: More than the
ing sure that our project occupies a
Interview: Marcy Goldberg
coherent place in the cityscape.
“country” aspect, the starting point
for us was the theme of “shared
space,” which we took very seriously and discussed at great length. Architects hope to build “for eternity.” But the task here is to
For us as German speakers, the word “shared” takes on an addi- create something temporary.
tional meaning when translated as “geteilt,” which can also mean Schipper: We are making a contribution to a festival that will have
“divided.” “Sharing” is inclusive, but “dividing” excludes. These a beginning and an end. Temporality is an important theme, one
two meanings and the tension they create struck us as very inter- that we have been discussing intensely. How does each of us unesting. We would like to work with that, to create a project that derstand the concept? What remains, when the performance is
over and the sets have been dismantled? These are fascinating
embodies both meanings.
Imanuel Schipper: My background is in theatre and cultural stud- questions that come up when the issue of scenography is raised,
ies, and so for me, scenography is always performative and time- and that we, as an interdisciplinary project team, need to discuss.
based, and has a social function. The theme of “shared space” is Zürcher: An architect thinks and works differently than a scholar,
very relevant for me, because it includes the social aspect and the a set designer or a curator. Colleagues tend to speak the same lanperformative aspect. It raises the question: What can art do for ur- guage, and so things move forward quickly and can be developed.
ban society? And also: What functions can art and artistic interven- We, however, do not speak the same language. We constantly have
tions provide within an urban society? That’s an approach I find to explain ourselves. That can sometimes do damage to an apinteresting.
proach, but it can also be fruitful to have such a diverse group.

Fleeting
Structures

One of the main project partners for Switzerland is the Haus
für Kunst Uri, in Altdorf. Does a small-town museum handle
space differently than a big city like Prague?
Barbara Zürcher: Curating in a more remote location is different
than in the city, of course. But we still hope to attract visitors from

Could you give us an example?
Rüegg: One example would be the concept of the impermanent.
For Markus, as an architect, a structure built to last for only ten
days is extremely fleeting. Its dismantling is built-in, right from
the start. Imanuel, on the other hand, is interested in performa-
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tivity; for him, a structure of any kind is the opposite of ephemeral.
Even if we have already agreed that we want to do something impermanent: What does that mean, exactly?

which we need to influence that process. I have a lot of confidence
in my audience, and so I tend to want to leave certain things open.

How strongly should the project be connected to Prague?
Lüscher: Of course we want to involve Prague in the project, since
that is where it’s taking place, and to link the project to the PQ’s
overarching theme of “Shared Space.” We have also thought about
whom we want to address. During our visits to Prague, we noticed
that the public is made up of several different segments. One very important group is
Even if we have already agreed that we want to do
the tourists, who very much make their
something impermanent: What does that mean, exactly?
presence felt. There are also the ordinary
people going about their daily lives, for expartment, another in theatre studies, the third incorporates it into ample going to work. And then, like in every big city, there is a high
architecture. It’s analogous to the way “dramaturgy” is being used: street and a large shopping district. Our decision to essentially do
historically, the concept is associated with the theatre, but these something with public space derives from our wish to appeal to all
days it crops up in many areas. Similarly, scenography is making three segments.
the rounds of all kinds of disciplines, with which it is already linked Rüegg: Our contribution to the PQ should be tailored to Prague
by its very nature.
and address it directly. But we don’t want it to leave any traces –
Rüegg: In the theatre, the scenographer or set designer always except in the visitors’ minds.
worked at the intersection of different disciplines – language, image, bodies, movement – and in a process of exchange between different positions. The concept of scenography entails a clear affirmation of space and its uses: the way people move inside a space,
their behaviour within a space, and their relationship to that space.
The idea of the interdisciplinary has been raised a few times
here. Isn’t scenography by definition interdisciplinary?
Schipper: It depends on whom you ask! Even the art colleges can’t
agree about this. One school places scenography in the design de-

“

”

Could we say that scenography arises out of the relationship between people and spaces? To what extent does the work depend
on the audience?
Zürcher: I prefer to call it an intervention, not a work. We must
put our intervention into practice in such a way that it can be completed and occupied by the spectators. That is the challenge we
must work on. Of course we don’t all agree about the extent to

Marcy Goldberg is an independent media consultant
and a lecturer in cultural and media studies. She is the
English-language editor of Passages, and has translated
this interview from the German.

13th Prague Quadrennial, 18 – 28 June 2015

T

he Prague Quadrennial of Performance Design and Space
(PQ) was founded in 1967 and takes place every four years.
It is currently the world’s biggest and most important event
for scenography in all its forms, from traditional stage design to
installations, performances and interventions in public space. The
theme of the 2015 PQ is: “SharedSpace: Music Weather Politics.”
Participating countries are also hosting symposia, exhibitions and
other events during the period between 2013 and 2016. SharedSpace Switzerland is coordinated by Pro Helvetia in cooperation
with the Festival Antigel in Geneva, the trans4mator association
and the Haus für Kunst Uri.
The Swiss entry for the PQ 2015 is being curated by an interdisciplinary team appointed by Pro Helvetia. The members of the

curatorial team are: Eric Linder (musician, and curator of the Festival Antigel), Markus Lüscher (architect), Imanuel Schipper (theatre and performance scholar and dramaturge) and Barbara
Zürcher (director and curator of the Haus für Kunst Uri). The pianist and culture expert Claudia Rüegg is the project coordinator.

SharedSpace Switzerland also features four “Salons scénographiques”:
on 31 January 2015 (Geneva), 12 March 2015 (Zurich), 7 May 2015 (Zurich),
and 16 August 2015 (Altdorf).
For more information:
www.sharedspace.ch
www.hausfuerkunsturi.ch
www.pq.cz
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e tend to call the theatre an “ephemeral art.” But difficult; perhaps it is simply that the physical materials themselves
beware of asserting as much in the company of make more of an impression on us.
theatre technicians, for they, to the contrary,
consider stage productions to be far from fleet- A sea of hamburger buns
ing. No, they will argue, theatre is heavy, un- Technical crises in staging often arise when municipal and indewieldy and marks up the floors. Indeed, more often than not, it is pendent theatres are called upon to cooperate with each other. At
terribly cumbersome – due not to the players or the contents of the end of one play that comes to mind4, the original theatre house
the plays, but to the stage sets.
with a rigging loft and permanently-installed traction devices had
Sets can be too big, too high or too wide. They can also be too no problem gathering the entire stage furnishings into a net and
heavy for the floor – or even for the ceiling, should the backdrops pulling it all up on the truss. Staging the same piece as a guest perhave to be hoisted. Moreover, they can leave undesired traces, such formance in a former industrial building required complicated
as drill holes in the stage floor or stage blood spurted onto porous calculations. Not only did the suspension points for the pulley tackstone walls. These are but two examples of potential threats to les have to be carefully spread out, but the platform seating the
theatres, especially when it comes
audience itself had to serve as a
to visiting performances originally
counterweight. Since the platform
conceived for a different stage. A
could only achieve the required
weight when fully occupied, the
theatre’s technical directors are
expected not only to evaluate such
production’s last scene could never
risks in time, but to come up with
be rehearsed. Luckily, the guest
appropriate solutions. Or even, in
performance played to a full house
a worst case scenario, to call off a
and the audience never realized its
guest performance.
role as a counterweight. Indeed,
Artistic directors rarely have
viewers found the platform’s (unan eye for such problems. Or
intentional) rattling to be a great
rather, should they fall in love with
added touch.
a production, they tend to turn a
Of course there are also proAfter a play is over, the stage sets often
blind eye to the matter. “It’s no big
ductions that make no secret of
endure the longest: enshrined in our
deal. The whole thing will probably
all the effort invested. Take, for inmemories, and in storage at the theatre.
fit into a little cargo van,” they will
stance, the theatre whose largeargue. At which point the producscale stage was seamlessly covered
By Nicolette Kretz
tion staff will apply for a nighttime
with hamburger buns. One could
driving permit for the two giant
only think with pity of the poor
semi-trailers that will be transset assistants forced to do the
porting the stage set. Meanwhile, the technical staff sets out to take back-breaking work of meticulously laying them out.5 In the encare of all the production’s many contingencies. Naturally, size and suing two and a half hours, the buns were crumbled under the acweight top the list. Whether a twelve metre-wide living room can tors’ feet, turning all that impressive precision work into a desert
be made to fit onto an eight metre-wide stage can be dealt with of breadcrumbs. Even later, someone had to sweep it all up, makfairly rapidly. However, next come all the peculiarities of the stage ing room for 20,000 new and equally ephemeral bread rolls.
design, and these take up a great deal of time and effort.

The
Remains
of the Play

Physical material
To name just one example: Only upon loading the delivery van in
view of a guest performance did the staff realize that the slabs of
green wood left in temporary storage after the premiere had gone
mouldy.1 This resulted in the entire theatre staff having to work
through the night with hose and brushes to scrub clean eight pallets’ worth of wood and leave the slabs to dry in the morning sun.
Generally speaking though, the effort does pay off. Many viewers will have forgotten the play in question, but will ask: “Wasn’t
that the play with half a forest of wood slabs onstage?” Or they
might ask, “What was the name of that Belgian production with
the big cross made of white rods?”2 Or perhaps: “Did you see that
dance piece where the floor was strewn with fine cinnamon dust,
whose scent ended up spreading through the whole theatre?”3 Remembering the contents of a production can be somewhat more

1 Andreas Liebmann, Birthday!
2 Victoria & Lies Pauwels, White Star
3 Balé Da Cidade De São Paulo & Cayetano Soto, Canela Fina
4 N099, Kuidas seletada pilte surnud jänesele
5 Rodrigo García, Gólgota Picnic
Nicolette Kretz (b. 1977) lives in Bern. She is director of the
AUAWIRLEBEN theatre festival and works as a freelance
author and text performer.
Translated from the German by Margie Mounier
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he aim: to educate and involve the spectator, to speak At the heart of this rounded section, and further maintaining the
to the body as well as the mind. Ever since it was visual echo, the designers placed a table that represents Vesalius’s
founded by Claude Verdan in 1997, the Musée de la dissecting table. Of course there is no corpse here; instead, a digimain in Lausanne has set out to create exhibitions that tal process allows the visitor to leaf page by page through the De
are as instructive as they are interactive; encounters humani corporis fabrica, the anatomical bible published by Vesain which, through play and staging as well as reading and obser- lius in Basel in 1543 which is known for short as the Fabrica. In
vation, visitors experience a scientific theme via multiple combi- this seven-volume, 700-page work, the master documented all the
nations. It’s a refreshing approach to tackling topics that are some- anatomical discoveries he made that significantly advanced his
times difficult to grasp. But what does the museum’s mission discipline. It makes fascinating reading, and true aficionados can
imply for the designers themselves? How do they manage the tran- enjoy browsing through the whole thing.
sition from abstract statement to concrete form? We’re on a guided
“Setting up this section required some negotiation,” recalls
tour of ANATOMIES, the most recent presentation by the Musée Laurent Junod. “Initially we wanted to reference Vesalius’s amphide la main that has been touring Switzerland since September theatre by making the interior entirely out of wood. For technical
2014. At our side are its creators,
and visual reasons, Carolina and
Roxanne preferred to use wood
deputy director Carolina Liebling
just for the table, and we agreed.
and curator Roxanne Currat, and
That process of discussion and
the exhibition designers, Serge
compromise is always part of dePerret and Laurent Junod.
The challenge this exhibition
signing an exhibition.” The section
tackles is, on the one hand, to bring
also uses an innovative process to
to life the historic figure of Andreas
elucidate an engraving from the
Vesalius (1514–1564), a remarkFabrica depicting Vesalius at work.
The Musée de la main, located within the
able anatomist who made extraorThanks to Leap Motion computer
University Hospital in Lausanne, shows
technology, visitors can point to a
dinary advances in his field, while
popular scientific exhibitions that are
part of the engraving they want to
on the other hand encouraging
both educational and entertaining.
know more about by simply movvisitors to think about their own
bodies, from how they work to the
ing their finger over a horizontal
This double goal presents particular
ways they are represented. When
reader. Detailed information is
challenges to the museum’s curators and
then displayed next to the item
the four-member team set to work
exhibition designers.
in October 2013, their aim was to
concerned. It’s fun and addictive,
establish a fluid transition between
and you soon find yourself wanting
the past – the sixteenth century
to learn more about each of the
By Marie-Pierre Genecand
when the celebrated physician perpeople and objects in this autopsy
session.
formed dissections in public for the
edification of a wide audience – and the present day, when the Here, technology serves purely to provide information; elsewhere,
body’s insides are laid bare in private by sophisticated technology. it can also elicit sensations. There are, for instance, audio recordings of doctors recounting how they felt when they carried out
Vesalius at work
their first dissections. Or the very first installation that visitors enSerge Perret and Laurent Junod created this bridge by taking the counter even before they enter the exhibition. Using sensors, varanatomical theatre of the University of Padua as the basis for the ious internal views of the body are projected onto their silhouette:
overall structure of the exhibition, filling the presentation with sen- the skeleton, the organs and even a heat-transfer image of the body.
sory experiences that evoke the X-rays, ultrasounds and other mag- However entertaining it may seem, it is actually quite disquieting.
netic resonance images (MRIs) familiar from modern-day medical After all, who really wants to know what is going on inside their
examinations. The anatomical theatre of Padua University was the body? “That’s exactly what we wanted to achieve,” says Carolina
amphitheatre in which Vesalius carried out his autopsies. This Liebling enthusiastically. “To immerse visitors straight away in an
immense classroom with its curved, banked seating resembles a intimate view of the body that can actually be unsettling.” Perret
giant eye, its pupil a table on which the dead body that everyone and Junod add: “We placed everything in relative darkness to reinhas come to see is laid out. The lower gallery of the exhibition is force the sense of an x-ray chamber. Many of the items on display
constructed along the same lines: at its centre is a rounded section are also backlit like an x-ray image.”
They include some of the display cases around the outside of
that engages in dialogue with a space below containing a reproducthe
circular
theatre, containing various interpretations of the body
tion of another anatomical theatre from Leyden in the Netherlands.
throughout
history. There’s the mechanical body, in which scien“To allow for the visual echo between the two elements, the exhitists
and
artists
compared the metabolism to a machine; the ideal
bition designers demolished the wall in the centre,” says Carolina
body,
made
up
of
antique statuary; the codified body, a more techLiebling, clearly pleased at how each new exhibition involves a
nical incarnation; the mapped body, depicted as a continent ripe
reconfiguration of the museum.

Art and
Anatomy
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Linking past and present: the anatomical theatre of Padua University
and a video by contemporary artist Mélodie Mousset.

Where do the organs go? The objects
in the classroom are playful and educational.
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Skilful scenography creates insightful links
between the exhibition pieces.

for conquest; and the suffering body, the body as network, the body
divided into its parts. Each of the displays brings together objects
documenting the category concerned. The exhibition designers’
skill lies in arranging these various components harmoniously.
“Sometimes we spend ages fretting about things like the captions.
Should they be positioned right next to each object or listed in a

“

“We used chalkboard green for the walls and the lighting is neon.
This space is also saturated with information. We wanted to show
the multitude of representations used in teaching the subject,”
they explain. The walls are covered in anatomical plates, while on
a desk is a three-dimensional human body into which the organs,
supplied as separate parts, have to be correctly replaced. There is
also a cabinet of curiosities crammed with
objects whose purpose remains obscure,
The heart, liver, spleen, lungs and stomach form a
and an installation by Marc Wettstein of Les
strange procession, somewhere between sacred ritual
Ateliers modernes designed to flummox
and provocative exhibitionism.
the less knowledgeable. Using X-rays and a
light box, the visitor can offer a diagnosis of
corner of the display case? Other times, there are objects we can’t a case study and see if it is correct. It’s an exercise that reveals the
find a way to arrange dynamically. You always have to make sure difficulty of decoding medical images.
“The big challenge for us, in a museum that sets out to be edthe display isn’t overloaded,” observes Serge Perret. And there’s
another problem for the designers. Given the huge number of ucational, will always be to combine learning and enjoyment with
lenders – several dozen institutions and individuals – and the fact as much skill as we can,” the designers conclude. “The exhibitions
that the objects arrive at the last moment, the designers have to are always full of information. It’s up to us to present it in a way
work from dimensions sent to them in advance, not all of which that is exciting and consistent.”
are as accurate as they might be. “Often we’re running around at
the last minute rearranging the displays to strike the right balance
between providing information and making the experience enjoyable,” they confess.

”

Saturated with information
Since nothing is simple in an institution with the ambitions of the
Musée de la main, the designers also had the task of integrating
into the exhibition the work of visual artists with a more sensitive
and singular take on the body. In the lower gallery, the work of
Mélodie Mousset is particularly striking. Employing an MRI process, the artist made a scan of her own internal organs and recreated them in wax, inserting a wick into each one. Exhibited side by
side, the heart, liver, spleen, lungs, stomach and so on form a
strange procession, somewhere between sacred ritual and provocative exhibitionism. “Normally, the artist sets light to the organs
like candles and allows them to consume themselves, illustrating
the inexorable passing of life,” comments Carolina Liebling. “But
here, in an enclosed space, we can’t put a match to anything without setting off the fire alarms!”
The exhibition designers decided to arrange the artists’ works
along the walls of the gallery, at the margins of the circular theatre, so as to avoid mixing science with fiction. Much thought went
into deciding where one of Mélodie Mousset’s other works was to
be placed. It’s a film of the young woman seated on a rotating
platform, offering her skull as a medium for the production of an
earthenware vase created live by a nimble-fingered potter. The film
– not recommended for anyone prone to seasickness – is intended
to be seen from above. “Because there are moments when it looks
like a trepanning, the film is screened in the space devoted to
Vesalius. This sets up a relationship between the harsh realities of
yesterday and today,” the quartet point out.
But that’s not all. The exhibition designers are particularly
proud of one of the other galleries. Less mysterious and less aesthetic, it brings an interesting touch, even a sour note, to the ensemble. It’s the gallery on the upper floor known as the classroom.

www.verdan.ch
A smaller version of the ANATOMIES exhibition will
be on view until March 2015 at the Anatomisches Museum
in Basel, and from April 2015 to March 2016 at
the Kulturama in Zurich.
Marie-Pierre Genecand (b.1967) is a theatre and dance critic.
She writes for various francophone Swiss newspapers and
has been a regular contributor to Espace 2, the cultural radio
station of Radio Suisse Romande, since 2000.
Translated from the French by Geoffrey Spearing
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artin Heller, nowadays everyone has to “perform” well, and public “appearances” are carefully “staged.” But most of all it is the stage designer, now in the guise of the “scenographer,”
who has become an indispensable art director
for public life. What prompted the rise of scenography since
the 1980s?
Our society needs images in order to understand itself better. That
is apparent in every area of public life, with the result that the language of promotion and representation, of which scenography is
a part, has become incredibly sophisticated.
Within a very short space of time, the cultural sphere has seen
the creation of new standards for packaging content, and now
there is no turning back. This has also led to a drastic increase in
costs, and played a significant role
in the economization of the entire
culture industry. Culture suddenly
found itself in competition with all
the other platforms we encounter
on a daily basis, from politics to
public life.

kind of everyday culture hadn’t changed long before! Especially
when it came to the staging of museum exhibitions, there was
much to be gained by drawing on the repertoire of popular culture,
particularly when it was used against the grain.
With Expo.02 in Switzerland, the “1968 generation” accused
the national exhibition of being a celebration of form without
content. When in fact the “Blur Building” by Diller + Scofidio,
and the popular “Cloud” – to name just two examples – disproved
that accusation and delighted the public. The staging of all four
Arteplages demonstrated how refreshingly playful scenography
can be. The ideologues saw it differently: in their view we should
have first come up with content-heavy programmes and then
found didactically correct ways of presenting them. How stupid!
We preferred to forgo content that would be impossible to stage
in interesting ways, rather than
turn the Expo into a classroom for
the nation.

We Cannot
Not Stage
Things

The German curator Kasper
König has praised the Hermitage in Saint Petersburg as an
ideal museum, because it eschews all forms of staging. VisiHow can scenography contribute
to a more effective transmission
tors are not overwhelmed by
of content?
guiding material, but may decide
for themselves how to approach
As a creator of events, you notice
each painting as they stand in
right away when you’ve started
Is scenography more than just show
front of it.
dressing up your own ideas. That
and manipulation? Martin Heller,
can happen when a story doesn’t
But that museum is pure bomthe artistic director of Expo.02, explains
hold up, and you try to compenbast! The palace architecture, the
how the playful fusion of form
sate for the lack of coherence with
orgy of gold in the decor, all the
exaggerated illustration or insintourists: it’s anything but a place
and content can serve the interests of the
cere rhetoric. The antidote to that
for contemplative art appreciaaudience – from the museum exhibition
is a working process that, from the
tion. At the same time, the polar
to the political stage.
original idea right through to the
opposite of that opulence, the ausfinal form, remains constantly
tere White Cube, also makes its
Interview by Till Briegleb
visitors prostrate themselves beopen to new input and attempts to
meld content and form together
fore the art works. All aspects of a
through scenographic images.
presentation that influence the
But there are no rules. And that applies to audiences too: they quality of the experience must always be taken into consideration.
must feel their way to developing their own judgments. Perhaps To paraphrase Paul Watzlawick: We cannot not stage things.
the test is whether or not the experiences triggered by a particular scenographic design leave room for questions or gaps in the And yet, scenography has the reputation of being nothing but
show and manipulation.
spectator’s mind.
That accusation is just as anachronistic as confounding design
When scenography became a part of museum exhibitions thirty with styling. It misses the point that every hierarchical relationyears ago, it met with strong resistance. The gist of the criti- ship between high and low is in the process of disintegrating. The
cism was that staging betrays the object in favour of a spectacle museum used to be on the side of high culture and the arbiters of
in which the content and the aura of the original are lost. Why taste. That was the position from which the audience was adhas this resistance faded away in the meantime?
dressed. Reversing that perspective made it possible for the muIn those days, any form of experimental scenography that went be- seum to become an advocate for the audience, and to play with
yond purist rigour immediately raised suspicions that it was pro- form and content for the benefit of the spectators.
moting consumption rather than meaningful cultural work. The
department-store aesthetic was already considered an atrocity by Today the museum is in competition with the much more elabthe guardians of late modernism – as if our relationship to that orate scenographies of major events and the cinema. Does this
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raise the audience’s expectations for the kind of spectacle the
museum is supposed to be offering?
I think the opposite is the case. Precisely because of the great diversity of formats, it is easier to take up autonomous positions. The
audience is clever, and knows very well how to make distinctions.
The problem lies elsewhere. Scenography is catching on everywhere, but there are only a few independent figures with a distinct
authorial vision who continue to come up with new and unusual
responses to the task at hand. In addition, the people in charge
rarely support such figures; they don’t want to take risks. As a re-

“

the puzzle, but they never come together to form a whole. I can’t
work on the world’s identity. But I can certainly work on the identity of Switzerland.

The staging of politics has a bad reputation today, comparable
to the department-store aesthetic in previous times. What can
be done to remedy this?
Basically we can always assume that we are being manipulated by
that kind of performance and staging. But that does not apply to
politics alone. When I see Credit Suisse or UBS bankers at a public
hearing, I don’t believe a word they’re saying. That does not mean, however, that the
The test is whether the experiences triggered by a
scenographer’s hands are tied. Perhaps one
develops higher expectations about crediparticular scenographic design leave room for questions
bility and what it requires. But a little equaor gaps in the spectator’s mind.
nimity certainly doesn’t hurt.
Expo.02, for example, was definitely
sult they insist on seeing mock-ups that are supposed to demon- interested in treating themes that are drenched in pathos, like
strate what the experience is going to be like. But these sketches “homeland” and “identity” – but in a relaxed and human way. Gentell us as much about the effect of an exhibition as the stage deco- erating that kind of relaxation was a major achievement of the Exration tells us about a play. That is why, when we were planning po’s political scenography: “patriotism light,” as the sociologist
the Berlin Humboldt Forum, we set up an experimental laboratory Kurt Imhof called it.
in the Dahlem museums, in order to try out innovative presentation forms. New things must undergo practical tests in order for Protest movements also use scenography. At the Maidan in
Kiev, for instance, the giant piles of tyres with the flags on top
us to judge whether they work.
were erected less in self-defence than to create an effect for the
What role does the image of the viewer play in the development media. Does this fixation on media images really help to achieve
political goals?
of scenography?
Our discussions about the Humboldt Forum made it clear that no If I want to effectively mobilize people today, I need to think more
one really knows how the audience is going to react. The only thing about the media audience than about the one I can physically
to do is to constantly ask yourself: how much can I subject the au- reach. Of course the courage, struggle and risk involved belong exdience to? “Subjecting” is a positive concept for me. Most stagings clusively to the political actors themselves. But it is absolutely ledo not challenge the audience enough. Easy consumability alone gitimate to orchestrate that commitment in a way that will work
should not be the goal.
on television. To return to the much less dangerous arena of culture: for Expo.02 we wanted architectural icons that would generLooking back at Expo.02, did you achieve your goal of produc- ate attention from afar, but also have a practical function on the
tive subjection?
spot. The media’s response to the “Cloud” was tremendous, but if
Expo.02 was a game on a very large scale. The result was a you wanted to get wet, you had to come to Yverdon-les-Bains.
well-balanced mix of amusement with some provocative elements. That was the innovative quality of Expo.02, and it led to
the high level of acceptance that was a surprise to everyone. We
succeeded amazingly well at loosening up the nation through a
national exhibition.

”

After the fiasco of EXPO 2000 in Hanover, there was a lot of
talk about putting an end to an “anachronistic” format. But as
the world championship of scenography, the format of the
World’s Fair remains very popular. What do you think of this
kind of mega-event?
There are far too many world fairs; there is no longer anything exclusive about them. And the interests of the tourism industry and
of business handicap the creativity of the exhibition makers. Besides
tired feet and more hotel bookings, they don’t have much to offer.
But world fairs and national exhibitions cannot be compared. A
world fair is totally unspecific: everyone brings their own piece of

Martin Heller (b. 1952) is an independent exhibition curator,
author and cultural entrepreneur. His areas of specialization
include popular culture, art, design and urbanism. Heller
was the director of the Museum für Gestaltung in Zurich and
the artistic director of the Swiss national exhibition Expo.02,
before founding his own company Heller Enterprises in 2003.
Till Briegleb (b.1962) writes for the Süddeutsche Zeitung
and the periodical art. He has published extensively
on art, architecture, theatre and cultural history. He lives
in Hamburg.
Translated from the German by Marcy Goldberg
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bout halfway through the journey by rail from Zu- significance into a neutral, aestheticized space dominated by abrich to Lucerne, the train runs through a charming stract coloured surfaces and lines and largely devoid of all meanlandscape of extensive fields, flowering fruit trees, ing. The simplicity of Swiss contemporary architecture, which rose
dense woodland and scattered old farmhouses. While to fame in the 1990s with its minimalistic structures focused on
Japanese tourists click away with their cameras, we surfaces and materials, has encouraged these “strong atmosSwiss tend to rub our eyes: framed through the window of the pheres,” sometimes by eliminating everyday features which might
railway carriage, this picture of our homeland looks almost too mar the perfect image.
perfect to be true.
During this period, plans were drawn up for Expo.02 (the 2002
The rustic pastureland with grazing cows, which we like to Swiss national exhibition), for which scenographic interiors
remember when looking out at this land, is a stubborn reminder and exteriors were developed for the first time to such a marked
of the past. Today, we are far more likely to see the freshly-mown extent. Under the banner of the new design discipline of sceno
emerald green lawns of a golf course. Trees, wooden buildings and graphy, artificial worlds were created in Biel, Murten, Neuchâtel and
a small pond with reeds are harmoniously laid out in a landscape Yverdon-les-Bains. They were made up of intensive atmospheres,
that has now become an urban
associative spatial forms and narconcept, and merge into the azrative scenarios: fairytale worlds,
ure sky with some white clouds
fantasylands, an artificial cloud,
to form an overwhelmingly beaua little town steeped in the theme
tiful world. But what is genuine,
of “the instant and the eternal.”
authentic and natural about this
Never b
efore had temporary
– and what has been thoroughly
hillside flowerbeds, brightly-

programmed and turned into a
coloured pavilions with soft lines
“live” stage set? We have in our
and Jura mountain woodlands
Is the rise of scenographic thinking turning
mind’s eye the image of an unbeen brought together in such
Switzerland itself into a carefully-staged
spoilt landscape whose original is
harmony – and never before had
space designed to mask the country’s
long gone.
an artificial world of attractions
distinctive features, difficulties and needs?
penetrated so deeply into the
In economic terms, the
Swiss landscape as in the sumlandscape in Switzerland has
completed the transformation
mer of 2002.
By Bernadette Fülscher
from primary to tertiary sector in
A few years later, two erstthe space of just a few decades –
while members of the Expo direcin parallel with the triumphant
torial team – artist Pipilotti Rist
rise of scenographic thinking. What now falls within our field of and architect Carlos Martinez – created an everyday urban space
vision is recomposed into an experience: country, town, houses with their Stadtlounge (“City Lounge”) in St Gallen. It too is based
and their inner life. In the last century our relationship with space on scenographic principles: at the heart of the city centre, between
and things – indeed with perceptible reality itself – has undergone office buildings of the Raiffeisen Bank, we encounter a bright red
a sea change. Firmly-rooted social values and standards that we floor which evokes loosely interlinked, pictorial and narrative asonce shared and that guided our existence have become negotia- sociations, such as a red carpet or the bank’s own logo. Such abble. Today, questions as to how a life should be led, or what houses stract geometrical spaces devoid of all meaning have great advanand cities should look like, take as their premise a beautiful expe- tages: their fascination seems to encourage individual identification
rience. Alongside the designers and service providers, we too have with the environment. At the same time, the emphasis is stubbecome the purveyors of experience. Of course, not every case is bornly placed on beauty, aesthetics and superficial appearances,
scenographic in the narrower sense of the term – the literal stag- while content and meaning beyond invented stories and associaing of images or narrative scenarios within a fixed space – but the tions have been lost altogether. Scenographic Switzerland is to all
route we have taken has paved the way for scenography to become intents and purposes a beautiful, well-tended and often impeccaa fundamental principle for the way we perceive and shape space. ble Switzerland: but these perfect surfaces hide a society whose
It has been made possible precisely because the meanings which distinguishing features, needs and difficulties have increasingly
were once closely associated with things have now for the most fallen by the wayside.
part become random concepts.
Developments in architecture have helped to shape the formal aspect of this change. In Switzerland, over the course of the
twentieth century, more and more houses were built without the Born in 1974 in Lucerne, Bernadette Fülscher trained as an
architect and wrote her doctoral dissertation on scenography,
earlier ornamentation and symbolic detail, as cube-shaped sculp- focusing on the case of Expo.02. She is an independent
tures with smoothly plastered facades in which windows and doors researcher and journalist in the fields of architecture, art,
are placed in precise geometrical formations. Our environment cities and scenography, and currently lives in Zurich and Sète.
has changed from a space rich in content and full of immediate Translated from the German by Jaja Hargreaves

Scenographic
Switzerland
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ith each curve of the road, the taxi driver’s curses their own Chinese version of it, says the hotel director, who himself
grow more vivid. Mountain passes are not his has never been to the real Interlaken. “I’m proud of that,” he says,
thing. He obviously lacks practice. We bounce while personally escorting us through the facilities. With his pass
our way up the road. In the rear-view mirror the key, he opens a heavy wooden door. Behind it he shows us a chalet
gigantic container ships of Shenzhen’s harbour with a private swimming pool. It smells of white pine. The wood
seem no larger than Venetian gondolas. The motor of the VW San- comes from Switzerland; it was brought here to re-create as much
tana whines away as the driver once again shifts into the wrong gear. as possible an authentic atmosphere. Unlike the sweet mix in the
After one last stutter we come to a stop. “We’ll have to wait. The mo- hotel lobby, the trick works. My olfactory nerves grow confused; in
tor is overheated,” swears the wiry man, shaking his head while my head it is ski vacation time. But instead of a fire in the fireplace,
holding on to the steering wheel, and in all the varieties of his Can- there is a television screen there, with a vision of dancing flames.
tonese dialect consigns our destination with the odd name of Inter- The Chinese guests seem not to be bothered by this. Their Switzerlaken to hell. I grab my camera
land, the hotel director explains, is
from my pocket. As a real tourist
a little like what Alice imagines of
you must bridge waiting periods
Wonderland before she goes down
the rabbit hole.
with photography, I tell myself,
and climb out of the car. At once
Real pigeons and fake flowers
the lens fogs over and my sweat
glands switch into emergency
White rabbits, however, are missmode. The landscape is hilly. If it
ing in the Chinese Interlaken. Inwere not so overgrown with bamstead there are pigeons, in great
quantities. Cooing, they greedily
boo, you could imagine yourself
peck popcorn out of the hands of
in Appenzell, at least if you turn
the young woman being photoyour back on the sea and imagine
the sky a radiant blue instead of
graphed in all possible poses by her
Never mind the designer watches
the milky grey that is mostly the
friend. She is Hillary, she tells me
and handbags: China’s expert imitators
case here. We have already conin English, and wants me to photohave also produced copies of entire
quered nearly 300 of the 400 megraph her together with her friend.
towns, like the Swiss tourist favourite
tres of height; what remains is the
What counts is to have the archway
pass beyond which the Chinese
inscribed with the word “InterInterlaken. But what makes the replica
Interlaken is supposed to lie.
laken” in the background of the
different from the original?
Twenty minutes later we are
picture. Hillary is here for the first
time and cannot keep back her enthere: the Hotel Interlaken, the
By Pascal Nufer
best address around. But it has
thusiasm: “That’s how I imagine
Europe, everything dainty, small
little in common with its original
in the Bernese Alps. It seems inand clean,” she says, and strikes the
stead to be doing its utmost to imitate the famous Grand Hotel next pose. The two-hour flight from Shanghai was nothing. “A trip
Victoria Jungfrau. But what exactly it’s modeled after is not really to Europe would cost much too much time and money,” she exclear to me. “Perhaps the architects’ plans got a little confused,” plains. Here there’s good value for the money, and you can practiruns through my head. Slowly my shirt begins to dry on my body cally see Europe in a week-end. I restrain myself from contradicting
as the air conditioning does its job. But the sweet and artificial- her and ask myself what kind of image the millions of visitors must
ly-scented atmosphere of the hotel lobby is far removed from fresh have of Europe when this artificially-created park serves as a model.
mountain air. Interlaken does not smell like this.
We have come to the heart of the vacation park. A fountain
plashes, ornamented with an abundance of plastic geraniums and
Swiss Wonderland
covered with pigeon droppings. The birds no doubt are part of the
“Is that a Swiss passport?” the receptionist wants to know, almost European city feeling that they want to offer here, as we learn a few
in awe, as she examines my papers and lifts the red booklet Mao minutes later from our tourist guide. She knows a great deal about
would have loved high in the air. “You are my very first Swiss guest!” Interlaken, especially about the Chinese Interlaken. “The flowers
she cries out with joy. A few minutes later a man in a custom-tai- in front of the houses in Switzerland are real. Here because of the
lored suit introduces himself. For visitors from Switzerland, he lets climate we have to replace them with artificial ones.” Her greatest
us know, he will gladly make an exception. Instead of putting us in wish would be to see Switzerland one day, the twenty-three-yearthe second row of the hotel’s annex, he switches us to a room with old Xiao Chen explains. She is one of the 3,000 employees up here
a view of the waterfront. The hotel, he confesses a bit later, is in no who, each year, bring 4 to 5 million tourists a little closer to an arway a copy of an actual building but, like everything else here, has tificial world. Interlaken, she explains, is a tourist magnet, but the
been freely invented according to the spirit of the original. True, the other attractions of the theme park are also worth a visit. Like the
architects visited Interlaken several times, but then they created Chinese tea village and the gigantic amusement park with its roller

The Sincerest
Form of
Flattery
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coaster and water slides that are also located on the nine-kilometre sive place in town: the souvenir shop of our hotel. Colourful minsquare grounds. “We’re primarily interested in Interlaken,” we iature cows decorate the shop window. I ask about Swiss Army
explain, as we stroll by the Rhine Restaurant.
knives or Swiss chocolate. A mistake. The shop assistant asks me,
Geographical correctness seems not to be important here, I with some embarrassment, what exactly a Swiss Army knife is and
tell myself, and study the façades of the half-timber houses lined points out the colourfully painted cows. An American design,
up to our left and right and decorated with the flags of the Swiss “made in China.” She takes an especially colourful cow from the
cantons. “I have never seen Basel’s staff on
a gold ground,” I inform our guide. That is
The landscape is hilly. If it were not so overgrown
not so important, she thinks. What matters
with bamboo, you could imagine yourself in Appenzell.
is that the colours of the flags go well with
the colours of the houses. With this logic in
mind I can understand why framed French engravings hang every- shelf. “Chinese opera on a Swiss cow,” she explains. Only now do I
where in the corridors and rooms of the Hotel Interlaken. The châ- recognize the colourful figures of traditional Chinese opera that
teaux of the Loire go better with the pompous kitsch style than decorate the animal’s skin. “Why not?” I think, and nod. Carefully
she places the animal on the shop table. She whispers something
Swiss farmhouse paintings.
in Chinese to the second shop assistant, who hurries quickly to the
Noodles from the ice cream parlour
display case and comes back with the little price tag. 12,000 RMB,
The street widens and before us stands a lake – although “lake” is I read on it. At first I assume that she has taken the wrong tag, for
the word that our tourist guide clearly and consciously uses in or- 12,000 Chinese Renminbi is roughly equivalent to the hefty sum
der to bestow a certain grandeur on the water before us. For what of 1,700 Swiss francs. Both shop assistants demonstrate complete
should be Lake Brienz is in reality not much more than a large agreement as I quickly decide against purchasing the rather pricey
pond. It was artificially created in order to lend the place as genu- souvenir. And so we leave the Chinese Interlaken with one last inine an atmosphere as possible. But instead of perch or lake trout, sight: the prices here, at least, are at par with its namesake in the
only a couple of black swans circle past us. In the distance a pirate Bernese Alps, and even the best of Chinese architects cannot yet
ship lies at anchor. “And this is the Chapel Bridge,” says Xiao Chen. move mountains. For Interlaken without the Eiger, Mönch and
She tells us that the original burnt down and that the version here Jungfrau peaks is like Beijing without the Great Wall.
is not completely correct. “The prison is missing.” I want to know
if she has any idea where the real Chapel Bridge is. The city is called
Lucerne, she answers promptly, and adds that that is not so important. Interlaken or Lucerne, Lake Brienz or Lake Lucerne: “For the
Chinese, that’s more or less the same place.” Distances in Switzerland are small, at least by Chinese standards. And here the Chinese
are the target audience, after all.
The concept seems to work, even if for me as a Swiss it is difficult to admit. The Chinese tourists apparently like the replica very
much. They accept the illusion of Switzerland, all the more so as
they themselves can become a small part of it – not only by visiting the village but by spending a night or two here.
Slowly my stomach begins to complain of hunger. “Is there a
good Swiss restaurant here in Interlaken?” I ask the tour guide.
Xiao Chen laughs. “The San Marco Ice Cream Parlour serves Chinese noodles and the Rhine Restaurant specializes in Cantonese
cuisine.” The only Western restaurant here is an international fastfood chain: Kentucky Fried Chicken. There were always restaurants that tried to offer European dishes. “But at some point they
all came back to Chinese specialties,” says Xiao Chen. Chinese
tourists rarely look for culinary adventures, and so she explains the
absence of fondue, Rösti (hash-brown potatoes) and Zürcher
Geschnetzeltes (veal in cream sauce). A state of affairs, incidentally,
that is reflected in the original Interlaken as well. There the culinary map has long since moved east.

“

Swiss souvenirs, made in China
At the end of our Interlaken trip I want to buy a souvenir from the
Chinese Switzerland. The tour guide recommends the most exclu-

Pascal Nufer has been Shanghai correspondent for Swiss
Radio and Television (SRF) since March 2014. Previously he
was on the staff of the SRF evening news.
Translated from the German by Bruce Lawder
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or ten days last June, Basel’s Claraplatz took on a whole coordinated rhythm. Our steps echo off the narrow house fronts
new life. In one corner of the square, a gaggle of people like those of marching soldiers; bemused passers-by stop and stare
gathered around a shiny glass box in which a new “liv- at our procession. You can see them asking themselves: what on
ing picture” was presented each day. Inside it, people earth are they up to? What’s the demonstration all about? Altered
were exhibited just as they might once have been at a by the visual and acoustic intervention, the space becomes uncarnival fair. One day it was a father with his daughter on his lap, settling. For a brief moment, Spalenberg is transformed from a
both dressed only in their underwear; another time it was a bearded charming and sleepy little shopping street that can feel somewhat
man in a bulletproof vest praying on his rug as a muezzin called lonely even on the busiest days, into the walkway for a potentially
the faithful to prayer. The images seemed to engage passers-by. violent corps of loudly marching people. The group takes possesMany of them surrounded the display box, eyeing it from different sion of the space, pushing pedestrians towards its edge; and sudangles and scrutinizing the small, handwritten labels before going denly the street seems to close in. One is reminded of the Morgenon their way.
straich – the parade that forms
The intervention by Dutch
part of Basel’s carnival celebrations
artist Dries Verhoeven, entitled
– or a troop of soldiers returning to
Ceci n’est pas …, transformed the
barracks after a march-past. I am
public space. Instead of hurrying
right in the middle of it, part of it.
through the square as normal,
I too am causing this change.
people came to a halt, perplexed,
Later I am alone once again
tried to make sense of what they
with the voice in my ear instructhad seen, asked questions and
ing me to conduct various invesshared their views. At once, Claratigations into the act of walking.
The scene changes yet again; the
platz was more reminiscent of a
Greek agora than the product of
street is at once a laboratory and an
twentieth-century functional or
object of inquiry. I read the asphalt
Three participatory art projects,
aesthetic spatial planning. In anand flagstones as a map for future
three ways of constructing and
tiquity, the agora was a place where
paths, the holes and dirt in them as
experiencing space: as the outcome of
citizens met to discuss all kinds of
the traces of past activities. I walk
interactions between the audience
public affairs, to argue and joke. It
on, staring down at the ground,
is a manifestation of democracy at
then gazing only at the sky and
and the structures themselves.
least as powerful as referendums
interpreting the clouds; finally I
and parliamentary debates. The
advance with my eyes closed. As I
By Imanuel Schipper
performance – and in particular
walk, I link the locations I have
the reactions of passers-by – transpassed through – the places of the
figured the square, revealing it to
past – into a network that potenbe much more than the sum of its built parts. To put it in broader tially contains future places. I experience this space and the way
terms: it is the use to which a place is put at a given time that turns the past flows through the present moment into a future. A space
it into the particular space which we perceive as such.
defined by temporal and social coordinates takes shape. Led and
In June 2014 there were two other art productions besides the guided by the voice from the radio, my body and my movements,
Claraplatz intervention that, in their own special ways, made tan- evidently less smooth and more halting that just a couple of years
gible the interplay of designed and found space, narrated stories ago, become an instrument for measuring this space-time experiand the active participation of spectators.
ence. Finally, the voice leads me zigzagging from one side of the
road to another. I rebound through the streetscape marked out by
A new reading of a city already built
my experience like a rubber ball, until I am instructed to bring my
Walking the City is a site-specific, audio-guided collective action solitary excursion to an end. Filled with my newly-detailed knowlcreated by the Hamburg-based performance group LIGNA, which edge of the streets of Spalenberg, I return the radio receiver.
made its name with radio ballets that look rather like flash mobs.
Its performance without actors invites the audience to stroll Behind the scenes of the war machine
through a pre-existing ready-made urban space, experiment with A few days later I place myself in a completely different setting. The
it in a particular way and, in so doing, read it afresh.
German / Swiss directing collective Rimini Protokoll has teamed
At the starting point, I am handed a small radio receiver with up with scenographer and set designer Dominic Huber to produce
headphones. A voice tells me to walk toward the Spalenberg dis- Situation Rooms, a production about war that implicates the autrict in the old town. On the way, my acoustic guide repeatedly dience in various roles within the international arms trade. I go
draws my attention to my gait, the steps my companions and I are through twice: in the space of three short hours, I am twenty diftaking. The voice instructs me to move closer to my fellow peripa- ferent people. On one occasion I am nine years old; on another I
tetic researchers, link arms with them and walk down the alley in am in my late sixties. I hail from thirteen different countries and

Performing
Place and
Space
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existing urban public space through our own performance. The
participants become flâneurs, writing, playing and reading their
city afresh for themselves to the instructions of the radio intervention. Rimini Protokoll’s Situation Rooms invites us to explore a
kind of three-dimensional augmented reality. As we move through
replicas of rooms and play along, we create a new reality.
In each of these three examples, participation – our own actions – is central to the experience of the theatre event. I play a role
in constructing the spaces. Without me, the performance does not
take place. When we talk about these spaces afterwards, it is our

“

Space as performance
Three stagings: three ways in which space is constructed. With its
ingenious “tableaux vivants,” Ceci n’est pas ... converts a non-space
through which we pass without stopping into a place to pause, discuss and engage. In Walking the City we transform the familiar,

Spaces are defined not just through their built
existence, but also by those who populate, inhabit
and play their roles within them.

own experiences in them that we are discussing. Once again it
becomes clear that these spaces – these spatial experiences – are
not built of stone and iron. They are not created by urban planners,
architects and set designers, and they will not exist for ever. They
are generated by our actions, physicalities, memories and stories,
and those of others. These spaces, then, are performative through
and through.

Imanuel Schipper is a dramaturge and curator, and teaches
theatre and performance studies at the Zurich University of the
Arts (ZHdK). His research currently focuses on the generation of
public spaces in urban environments through performative
interventions. He is a member of the curatorial team commissioned by Pro Helvetia for the next Prague Quadriennale.
Translated from the German by Geoffrey Spearing
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Photos: Ruhrtriennale / Jörg Baumann; Andy Tobler; Hans-Jörg Walter

find myself in as many different theatres of action. Each time I
follow my hand, which holds an iPad on which short film sequences are replayed. The films were made using the same device,
carried by a protagonist in the arms and war trade. I watch the
screen and attempt to replicate the movements previously made
by the person behind the camera. When the film shows me a hand
opening a door, I open that actual door in front of me. Every seven
minutes the screen goes dark, and the journey into the world of
the absent protagonist is interrupted. I am myself once again –
overwhelmed by the stranger’s life in which I was just immersed,
and disconcerted by the momentary duplication of the present.
I am aware that I am standing in a
stage set made up of separate, interlinked
rooms, all of which are depictions of a reality. As a former helicopter pilot in the Indian army, I ascend to a lookout point affording views over the wide
expanses of Kashmir with unmanned drones keeping watch for
terrorists. At the same time, this imaginary tactical lookout opens
up a real view of the complex set design. Spotlights hang from the
ceiling, flickering in choreographed pattern. Here I can make out
the photographic mural of the oriental city, there the huddle of
tents making up the field hospital, artfully illuminated from outside. I can also see the black stage wall sections, professionally
assembled in sequence to divide up the space. I look down from
above on the intermingled, superimposed spaces and worlds below: a sight that conveys peace and order but at the same time
makes clear that this peace exists only outside the system. It is a
glance behind the scenes of this machinery of war and weapons.
I meet possible arms buyers, take aim at potential terrorists,
shake hands with politicians, examine wounded patients and put
on a bulletproof vest. I experience at first hand how a weapon manufactured in peaceful Europe causes me life-threatening injuries
in the space next door. With the voices of the absent protagonists
in my ears and their fields of view on the iPad in my hand, I move
in their stead through hyper-realistically recreated copies of their
worlds. A single space can have a number of stories to tell: for one
visitor, it can be the canteen of an arms factory in Switzerland; for
another, an apartment in Russia; for a third, the solitary room of a
detention centre for asylum seekers in Germany. Spaces are defined not just through their built existence, but also by those who
populate, inhabit and play their roles within them. I travel through
countries, places, spaces and times, before finally I am disgorged
once again into the auditorium. What remains are the stories, the
images and the physical experiences such as a handshake, lying in
the field hospital, the smell of borscht – and the disquieting feeling that so many things are linked to other things, and that behind
local theatres of conflict there is a global space of responsibility and
consequences.

Duplication of the present: the same scenery seen on the iPad and the set.
Situation Rooms plunges the spectator into war.

Walking the City: reading
the streets while strolling them.

Emotions on display: Dries Verhoeven’s intervention Ceci n’est pas… provokes discussion
by displaying humans in a zoo-like setting.
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n April 2014, I was in Prague to give a lecture at Shared was about sharp confrontations of visions and ideologies. But inSpace: Spatial Curation Symposium, a meeting of minds stead I chose to leave those scenographers in peace and do some
leading up to the 2015 Prague Quadrennial of Performance sightseeing with my wife. After all, they were there to prepare a
Design and Space. As I had never heard of this important Quadrennial, and not to submit to the rantings of some radical
event for scenography, I was rather intrigued. During the (read: hysterical) philosopher.
introduction by the head curator, I learned that the contributors
Still, I was quite pleased with the outcome of the morning, as
to the thirteenth Quadrennial would swarm out into the city and I had discovered a few remarkable things. Firstly, the scenogra“curate” the public spaces of Prague. As a philosopher I am invited phers I met were a likeable and not too pretentious crew. They conto ask questions, so I did my duty. I asked what it meant that now- sider their profession to be an autonomous discipline, if not an
adays everybody seems to be turning into a curator. After the cu- autonomous art. For the upcoming Quadrennial they aimed to
rator properly speaking, we got the artist as curator, the architect become curators. The curator once more appeared as a key figure
as curator, even the teacher as curator. And now the scenographer of the present: a synthesis of culture and management. Finally, the
was one too?
omnipresence of capitalism as
I suggested that it felt like a
experience economy – theming,
paradigm shift. Scenography has
branding and marketing all comleft the theatre, the closed space
ing together and joining forces in
of illusion, to venture into the
the “creative industries” – had
open and become an autononever been so palpable to me.
Two months later, I received
mous discipline and artistic profession. Or was this autonomy
an invitation to write up my
just a delusion? Was scenography
thoughts on “political scenogragearing up to become part of
phy” from a magazine editor who
the new neoliberal instrumentalhad been in Prague and had
ization and subjugation of art as
clearly understood my questions.
“creative industries”? Are conShe asked me to make it an “easIf scenography is about managing
sumerism and publicity not beily understandable” text, with a
spaces, it is important to remember
coming one big exercise in sce“journalistic, rather than a scholthat public space is always also
nography: from the city as theme
arly, approach.” And it had to be
politically contested territory.
park, to the world of design and
short: a mere 800 words. I was
lifestyle?
amused, and a bit startled. I saw
When the programme conno other easy way to explain my
By Lieven De Cauter
tinued with a presentation on atconcerns than by telling this
mosphere (i.e. weather), which is
story. I am sure the SharedSpace
one of the underpinning themes
Prague Quadrennial will be a treof the coming exhibition, I suddenly felt as if I were in a city mar- mendous success, and that my questions are largely irrelevant to
keting class or a course on how to make a theme park based on it. However, I still can’t shake the feeling that the symposium reweather as a metaphor. So I asked more questions. I suggested that vealed something crucial about our current world, not in an abthis was part of the capitalist experience economy, the most so- stract, but in a most concrete way.
phisticated phase of capitalist marketing: you don’t sell a product,
but an atmosphere, an experience. I stated that I was overcome by
the impression that scenography was becoming the alternative
branch, the avant-garde, of this experience economy. If scenographers now focus on the atmosphere in public space, are they not
imitating this sort of experience capitalism? At this point, the
speaker remarked – with British humour, but a serious undertone:
“Can somebody get the microphone out of his hands?” He had a
point. I was using a bazooka to shoot at mosquitoes.

The
Experience
Economy

A different conception of politics
What followed was a presentation on “Space as Politics.” To me,
a stranger to the practice of scenography, it seemed most apolitical. At the heart of the matter, I was told, was a different conception of politics. I toyed with the idea of pointing out what post-
politics entailed – the neoliberal politics of consensus and
“management” as a lever for the economy – whilst real politics

Lieven De Cauter is a philosopher, art historian, writer, and activist.
He teaches philosophy of culture in Leuven, Brussels, and Rotterdam.
He has published several books on contemporary art, experience and
modernity, on Walter Benjamin, and more recently on architecture,
the city, and politics.
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he lighting is poor,” complains the museum curator.
“I haven’t got enough space,” laments the stage designer. For level designers – the scenographers of computer games – life is so much easier. The possibilities
are limitless. Virtual space is infinite, and designers can
set up as many light sources as they want, at the click of a mouse.
Provided the game’s world is shaped into an experience, anything
goes: designers can give their imagination free rein. Creating that
experience is the biggest challenge they face. They must entice the
player to embark on a voyage of discovery through an unfamiliar
world. It’s a delicate balancing act. If the figures have too much
freedom they may lose their way; if there is only one path through
the game the player will find it
easy to move around, but things
will quickly get boring.

sequences which the level designer uses to move the game forward:
if the character steps on the stone slab, the door opens. If the player
enters, the monster attacks.
Suspending the laws of gravity

The virtual world needs physical laws. These too are assigned to
the objects and characters by the game engine. The level designer
is not constrained by the limitations of reality. In the fictional universe, for example, the effect of gravity can be adjusted at will. Using the right key combination, a superhero can leap over yawning
chasms. Huge boulders can be programmed to roll and unblock
the path ahead. Physics – together with the construction of the
world, the light and the sound –
helps players orient themselves in
the virtual environment. Good
level design tells them what to do,
The scenery is the story
but not how to do it. It enables the
The way the environment is conplayer to try out various options
structed depends first and foreand learn lessons from the immemost on the type of game. A
diate consequences that will help
first-person shooter, where the
in subsequent stages.
player fights their way through a
Finally, when the scenery and
hostile environment armed with
the mechanics have been installed
various weapons, needs realistic
as a framework, the game’s world
gets its look. The designer applies
buildings with corridors, corners
Level designers are the scenographers
and doors. There must be boxes
textures that have previously been
of game design. Their job is
to take cover behind and bal
drawn on paper or on the comto create virtual spaces for players to
conies from which to fire down
puter. Buildings acquire façades,
experience. The possibilities are
landscapes begin to bloom. In
on the enemy. A racing game,
where the player is at the wheel
larger productions, the art direcendless – and that is the challenge.
of a high-performance car comtor is responsible for the surfaces,
while the level designer’s job is to
peting to be the fastest round
By Urs Honegger
the course, must have banked
match the various elements to
curves, loops and shortcuts. In
each other. Ultimately, it is diffian adventure game, where the
cult to predict or plan whether
idea is to solve puzzles in order to find the treasure, the action they will fit together well enough to seduce the player. But level
takes place on a desert island with winding paths through dark designers have digital design processes on their side, which allow
them to constantly try out, reject, reprogram and refine ideas.
forests. The scenery is the story.
The level designer’s work begins only after the type of game
and its objective has been determined. The instrument for this
work is a specialized, high-powered computer program known as
a game engine, which is used to create environments and architectures in the infinite space of the three-dimensional grid. Objects
and shapes help to build the world of the computer game. Light
sources are positioned to illuminate the correct path, for example,
and set waypoints: if a castle on a distant mountain is bathed in
light, the player will automatically be drawn towards it. Now it’s
time to add sound. Each element gets its own audio effects and the
soundscape is programmed, changing as the player moves around
the game.
The game engine is like a toolbox from which the level deUrs Honegger (b. 1974), has a degree in German studies
signer selects the elements that make up the game’s world. No pro- and a Master of Digital Arts. He writes on digital design for
gramming knowledge is required to use it. The programs have a the magazine Hochparterre and also runs the news portal
user interface similar to those found in image processing software. hochparterre.ch.
The game engine also offers a range of pre-programmed effects and Translated from the German by Geoffrey Spearing

A Virtual
Infinity
of Choices
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Studio Roma
ROME

A new transdisciplinary
programme aims to stimulate
the relationship between
scholarly research and artistic
practice.

By Chiara Vecchiarelli – The Istituto
Svizzero di Roma (ISR) has been a meeting
place for artists and scholars since it was
founded sixty-five years ago. In 2013 the
ISR launched Studio Roma, an annual research and exchange programme designed
to rethink the relationship between cultural theory and practice, and to provide
fresh inspiration to the young artists and
scholars to whom the ISR has offered annual residencies since 1949.
Studio Roma’s first edition came to
a close with a celebration held on 11 July
2014 in the rooms and the garden of
the Villa Maraini, the ISR’s quarters in
Rome. Alongside a presentation of the programme’s goals and results, the evening
also featured a book launch for La linea
della palma – a transdisciplinary publication based on joint field research by programme participants. After a performance

At the closing celebration of the first edition of Studio Roma, in the garden of
the Istituto Svizzero di Roma.
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accompanying artist Annette Amberg’s exhibition Una questione privata, visitors
were invited to view the other artworks and
publications created by that year’s residents
during the eight-week programme, and in
its aftermath.
A non-dogmatic approach
Each year Studio Roma’s participating artists and scholars – the latter hailing from a
variety of disciplines such as philosophy, sociology, anthropology, history, geography
and law – are invited to make contributions
to a given topic. In 2013 / 2014 the chosen
theme was: “Coping with crisis: rules and
practices on trial.” Whether in a political,
social, economic or epistemological sense,
the concept of crisis was central to the programme and its activities. At the same time,
the participants as well as the institution
itself were encouraged to reflect on the
question of methodology. Etymologically,
the word “method” contains the idea of a
way or a journey, and this is precisely how
Studio Roma operates: as a passage across
different geographies and disciplines with
the goal of mapping knowledge. The point
here is not to define practice through rules
and norms, but rather to develop new rules
through practice. At the intersection of
doing and knowing, artistic practice and
scholarly research pose challenges to one
another through the interplay of tensions
and affinities.
The first programme was carried out
in a highly decentralized fashion. The
activities, lectures, conferences and
film screenings took place in a variety
of venues, including libraries, cinemas,
theatres, universities, parks, churches
and the Roman archives. But Studio
Roma also went further afield, to locations such as the city of L’Aquila and
the Belice Valley in Sicily, both of
which had been hit by severe earthquakes in recent years. In both places,
the residents had no choice but to deal
with the effects and the conceptual implications of destruction and reconstruction. The earthquake, a tangible
symbol of crisis, was chosen by the participants as a case study and an epistemological tool. It determined the content and the method of their field
research, causing them to rethink academic approaches as well as traditional
exhibition practices. Their survey of

Taking inventory: La linea della palma

L’Aquila resulted in a publication which was
distributed as a supplement to the art journal NERO. The excursion to the Belice
Valley, in turn, led to the book project La
linea della palma, which mapped out an attempt to do field research according to new
geographical principles. Alongside the research trips the programme also included
workshops, such as the collective reading
and writing of texts. While their travels led
the participants to unexpected discoveries,
the workshops served the goals of critical
discussion and horizontal expansion of
knowledge – all of which reflect a non-dogmatic approach to scholarship.
Crisis and opportunity
The first edition of Studio Roma also invited a range of guest speakers, including

the artist Peter Friedl, the legal scholar and
sociologist Gunther Teubner, the philosopher Paolo Virno and the literary scholar
Peter Utz. Their contributions addressed
the audience as a “collection of individuals”
capable of generating differences and producing knowledge. Gunther Teubner, for
instance, focused on contemporary society’s latent potential for hybrid constitutionality, as a possible solution to our current
destructive dependence on unsustainable
economic growth. Peter Utz analyzed the
paradigm shifts brought about by catastrophes, through his reading of Heinrich von
Kleist’s novella The Earthquake in Chile,
as well as his research on the theme of catastrophes in Swiss literature. Paolo Virno,
in turn, focused on the necessity of creating
a political space and an ethical response to
crisis, with a collective reading of Sigmund
Freud’s The Uncanny and Reinhart Koselleck’s essay “‘Space of Experience’ and
‘Horizon of Expectation’ – Two Historical
Categories.”
Peter Friedl suggested that crisis could
be an opportunity for creativity, connecting
the spirit of Studio Roma to the open form
of the palimpsest. He organized a two-week
workshop entitled “Touch of Joy” and based
on Byron’s long poem The Dream, written
in 1816. The workshop participants –
among them historians, artists, psychologists and social scientists – were invited to
consider the concrete possibility of an imaginative space capable of making history

Paolo Virno’s collective reading workshop at the Biblioteca Angelica
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by subverting pre-existing reality. In another workshop, the artist Miltos Manetas
proposed a reading of virtual reality –
which can generally only be experienced in
partial and fragmentary ways – based on the
concept of the “meta-screen” and on a plurality of pictorial gestures, in order to define a new dimension of nature that also
integrates the technological. The results of
this workshop were subsequently taken up
in the Ñewspressionism exhibition held at
the Milan branch of the ISR.
The depth and diversity of these contributions inspired the programme’s participants, and their traces could be found in
the works and writings presented at the
closing event of Studio Roma 2013/2014.
Alongside these tangible results, Studio
Roma also succeeded in generating an atmosphere of hospitality and community
that allowed partipants to expand their intellectual horizons and to develop collective
memories whose effects will continue to
make themselves felt in the future.

Early Work,
Newly Discovered
NEW YORK

The Bündner Kunstmuseum in Chur recently caused a sensation
with its exhibition of David Weiss’s early graphic work.
Now this little-known phase of the acclaimed artist’s oeuvre is on
display at the Swiss Institute in New York.

Studio Roma’s 2014/2015 theme: “Facing the
crisis: testing knowledge and instruments.”
The participants: Francesco Baroni, modern
literature and history of religions (Lausanne);
Ivan Foletti, art history (Lausanne); Gina Folly,
visual arts (Zurich); Davide Fornari, design
studies (Lugano); Céline Hänni, music (La
Chaux-de-Fonds); Anne Le Troter, literature
(Geneva); Pauline Milani, modern history (Fribourg); Virginie Nobs, archaeology (Geneva);
Grégoire Oguey, medieval history (Neuchâtel);
Coralie Rouet, visual arts (Geneva); Benjamin
Valenza, visual arts (Lausanne); Hannah Weinberger and Niku Alex Mucai, visual arts (Basel).
For more information:
studioroma.istitutosvizzero.it

Translated and adapted from the Italian by
Marcy Goldberg

An ink blot turns into a witch on a broom: Wandlungen is a 57-part pen-and-ink series
on the theme of metamorphosis.

By Konrad Tobler – Creative, subtle, curious – and melancholy. These could be the
keywords for the work that Zurich artist
David Weiss (1946–2012) created before he
and Peter Fischli teamed up in the late
1980s to become the world-famous artist
duo Fischli/Weiss, whose signature style
was also based on creativity, subtlety and
curiosity.
The solo work Weiss created between
1968 and 1979 was little known until recently; for years it was largely neglected by
the artist himself. All the more surprising
– and enlightening – was the exhibition
launched by director Stephan Kunz at the
Bündner Kunstmuseum in early 2014.
LO CAL T IM E
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Kunz had long spoken with Weiss about
the possibility of an exhibition, and Weiss
worked on it until shortly before his death
in April 2012. A few days before he died,
friends brought him paper and ink at the
hospital, where he painted a series of three
flower pictures. The black flowers seem like
a late reflection on his early work.
For the artist’s son Oskar Weiss, who
manages his father’s estate, working on the
Chur exhibition was of existential importance. “For two years now, I’ve been dealing
with my father’s early artistic works. I’ve
known since my childhood that they were
in boxes and files in his office. David’s close
friends from the 1970s also knew about

Photo: Installation, Bündner Kunstmuseum

Chiara Vecchiarelli is an art critic and curator.
She was assistant to the artistic director and
curatorial researcher at dOCUMENTA(13) in
Kassel and curator of the 2012/2013 programme at the Emily Harvey Foundation in
SoHo, New York. She has been a writer and
editor for various art-world publications including Flash Art, Abitare, Cura, Mousse Publishing and the Sternberg Press.

Photos: Untitled, David Weiss (1946–2012), 1978, watercolour and ink on paper: 23,5 × 16,5 cm, © Courtesy of The Estate of David Weiss;
Iwan Schumacher © Courtesy of The Estate of David Weiss

them. But we were all astonished by the
extent of what we found.” With help from
David Weiss’s friends and assistants, the
works were viewed, reproduced and in
ventoried. “For me,” says Oskar Weiss, “it
was an important process that helped me
get to know my father’s past – but it was
also an emotional way of dealing with his
early death.”
Revolt and renewal
Now the exhibition will be shown, in somewhat different form, at the Swiss Institute
in New York. “When I went through the
exhibition in Chur together with Simon
Castets, the new director of the Swiss Institute, and he showed great interest, I was
extremely happy. Taking the exhibition
from the lovely and intimate Villa Planta in
Chur into the wider world makes absolute
sense. For us it is a sign that the work is as
relevant as ever, and can live on.”
Simon Castets is thrilled at the exceptional opportunity provided by this exhibition to explore the formative years of a
highly influential contemporary artist. The
early work already displays some of the
characteristic traits of Fischli / Weiss’s joint
oeuvre. The exhibit in New York includes
additional works from Weiss’s estate that
will be shown in public for the first time.
“Much of the work presented in our exhibition is reflective of the multiple trips that
David Weiss took to the United States, conjuring up cartoonish imagery, abstract
compositions and cinematic cityscapes,”
says Castets.
Weiss began his artistic career in turbulent times: with the demonstrations and
riots of 1968, communal living, “the personal is political,” student unrest at Zu-

David Weiss on a trip to the USA

rich’s art school. He made many trips to
the United States, as well as to Cuba and
North Africa. Weiss studied sculpture at
the Basel art school, but it was completely
unclear then whether he wanted to be-

A subtly humorous watercolour

come an artist afterwards. He ran an
“all-purpose” office, wrote scripts, pitched
ideas for news reports. But as the earliest
works in the exhibition show, he was
always an artist through and through: a
highly talented draftsman who followed
contemporary art movements like Pop Art
and conceptual art, and who loved to experiment. He was part of the artistic revolt
and renewal of the time.
Even today, the work still seems fresh.
Drawn with just a few brushstrokes or the
finest trace of a pen, small and figurative
or large and geometric: this is the work
of an absolutely self-assured
hand. And of an eye with
an instinct for compositions
that are perfectly precise – or
purposely out of kilter. His
technique seems to know no
limits; his watercolours are
the finest. And the kindergarten technique of crayon
etching is exploited with
virtuosity. First, abstract

patches of colour are made
on a piece of paper with
different-coloured crayons;
then the whole thing is covered with black crayon; and
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finally the drawing is scratched out of
the layers using a needle. The world that
emerges is at once dark and colourful, and
Weiss uses it to create a self-portrait in
miniature, as well as night-time bar scenes
or cosmic-psychedelic worlds.
A new concept for New York
All of this will be on view in New York, the
city with which Weiss maintained a special
relationship from the mid-1980s onward.
At that time, Fischli / Weiss showed their
work at the legendary Sonnabend Gallery.
In 1986 they had an exhibition at the
MOMA, and in the 1990s they were represented by the Matthew Marks Gallery. A
large retrospective at the Guggenheim Museum is planned for 2016. But first there is
the exhibit at the Swiss Institute, which demanded a completely new concept. Oskar
Weiss explains, not without curiosity: “I
think the biggest and most fascinating
difference will be in terms of the space. The
exhibition in Chur was conceived for an Art
Nouveau villa, where the works could be
organized thematically in a series of separate rooms. In New York, we have one large
white high-ceilinged room, the exact opposite of the space in Chur. Although most of
the works will be the same, the exhibit has
to be approached in a whole new way.”
Back in Switzerland, in Chur, a delighted Stephan Kunz is looking forward to
the Swiss Institute show. “The fact that the
exhibition is now moving to New York
makes me very happy for the artist, first of
all. But also happy as the director of a museum hoping to attract more attention to
our unique exhibition programme.”
The exhibition at the Swiss Institute in New
York opens on 9 December 2014 and runs until
22 February 2015.
www.swissinstitute.net
Konrad Tobler (b. 1956) studied German literature and philosophy in Bern and Berlin.
He has been a freelance writer, journalist, and
art and architecture critic since 2007.
In 2006 he received an award from the Canton
of Bern for his work in the service of culture.
Translated from the German by Marcy Goldberg

Different histories: the representation
of Lenin’s burial was a topic of
discussion for the Swiss-Russian
theatre company.
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Birdwatchers or
Revolutionaries?
In Saint Petersburg, a Russian-Swiss theatre company
is rehearsing a play about the International Socialist
Conference held in Zimmerwald in 1915. Founding myths
of communism mingle with Swiss village humour, and a
shared history provokes differing responses.
By Beatrice Bösiger (text)
and Beat Schweizer (photos)

A spectre is haunting the stage: Lenin is
alive! So are Leon Trotsky, Päppu Jäggi the
innkeeper and Änneli Achermaa the schoolteacher. The play Alle Vögel sind schon da.
Ein Kongress in Zimmerwald (“All the
Birds Are Here. A Conference in Zimmerwald”) by the Swiss playwriting duo Ariane
von Graffenried and Matto Kämpf blends
the founding myths of communism with
Swiss village humour. The historical background is the International Socialist Conference held from 5 to 8 September 1915 in
Zimmerwald, near Bern. While the First
World War was raging in Europe, Lenin and
other representatives of the international
Left, such as Leon Trotsky and Grigory Zinoviev from Russia, and Robert Grimm and
Fritz Platten from Switzerland, gathered
here. Fearing repressive measures by the
authorities, the conference participants
staying at the Hotel Beau Séjour pretended
to be ornithologists. The historical setting
has been retained in the play; the premiere
took place in the Russian metropolis of
Saint Petersburg.
The stage design of the Swiss/Russian
co-production is minimalist, almost bare:
R E PO R TAG E
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a platform at the back and a few rows of
chairs in front. Minor changes and some
props are all that it takes to create new
scenes on the stage. The cinema seats turn
into trees while actors become the Zimmerwald background. Over their outlines
decked up with sheets, a post bus cut out of
cardboard drives up the road into the village. At the Hotel Beau Séjour, levels of
time and action overlap, as do the reservations which Päppu Jäggi, the innkeeper, has
taken for his overbooked meeting rooms.
So the revolutionaries disguised as ornithologists have to share space in the hotel
with the Zimmerwald schoolteacher Änneli
Achermaa, who wants to perform her own
play Zauberhelvetia (Magic Switzerland)
on the village stage, and with nostalgic leftist tourists carrying the still-dead Lenin in
their baggage.
But the revolutionaries are unable to
keep up their disguise for long. They cannot always manage the quick change from
discussing the situation of the European
proletariat to a technical discourse on ornithology, and the sharp-eyed innkeeper
misses nothing. When Änneli Achermaa

During rehearsals: Simon Ho, Ariane von Graffenried, Eberhard Köhler and a technician (left to right) look and listen.

wants to fill a gap in her knowledge and
asks the purported scientists why the chaffinch builds its nest entirely out of roots
and moss in the Längenberg-Gürbetal region, she earns irritated glances at first. After lengthy reflection, the revolutionaries’
unconvincing answer is: “Because it has
to.” At the second plot level, one hundred
years later, those nostalgic left-wingers who
have stolen Lenin’s corpse from the Mausoleum in Moscow bring the patriarch of
communism back to life in order to start a
new uprising against the prevailing order.
But the temporarily-resuscitated revolutionary leader does not spell good luck for
the comrades. After the Zimmerwald Manifesto has been read out, Lenin is obliged to
dig his own grave, into which he then
climbs more or less voluntarily.
Improvisation and rehearsals
A visit a few weeks before the premiere at
the Pokoleniy Theatre shows how the play
is slowly taking shape. There is a great deal
of improvisation during the rehearsals in
the old factory building on the Petrograd
side of the city by the River Neva. A group
is sitting in a circle right behind the en-

trance and the players are learning their
lines. Nearby, the Swiss musician Simon
Ho and a Russian actor are studying a
Russian anti-war song from the days of the
First World War. Up in the attic, German
theatre director Eberhard Köhler, who has
already worked with the Russian theatre
several times since 2005, sets four actors a

Cardboard props wait backstage.
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task for improvisation: two ornithologists
are supposed to check in at the Beau Séjour
with Päppu Jäggi and start preparations
for their Conference. Shortly afterwards,
Änneli the schoolteacher reminds them in
no uncertain terms that her own theatre
troupe will also be rehearsing for their Saturday opening in the same little hall. A little later, however, it transpires that all the
villagers who were supposed to take part in
the play have withdrawn, giving only flimsy
excuses. Änneli thinks of the two ornithologists, praises their artistic sense and the
great cultural tradition of Russia, and in
short order gives them roles in her play.
The director’s critique follows this short
scene: what shall we reject and what can
still be used? Step by step, dialogue and
characters are worked out. Even if some
scenes, like the arrival of the two ornithologists in the hotel, are are removed before
the premiere, minor details such as items
of clothing or other props from the improvisations are still present on stage.
During the first weeks of rehearsals,
snippets in Bernese German dialect are still
being delivered by iPhone. However, the
two authors have recorded sentences for

the Russian actors to learn by heart. The
language barrier is sometimes complex.
The authors write in German, after which
their texts are translated into Russian. “Sit
back and listen, that’s really all we can do
during the rehearsals,” says Matto Kämpf.
However, the unfamiliar working language does bring unsuspected advantages.
Constantly hearing your own dialogue, as
seems to be customary at rehearsals in
German-speaking countries, can become
somewhat fatiguing and even embarrassing, Kämpf explains.
Different histories
“The actors in the Pokoleniy Theatre
are used to working things up for
themselves,” says artistic director
Danila Korogodsky. In contrast, at
other theatres the actors are often
guided by clearer and more rigid criteria. After the death of his father,
Korogodsky, who also holds a post
teaching stage design at the State
University in Long Beach, California,
took over the management of the
theatrical group in 2005. They have
already been playing for four years
in the factory building. Korogodsky
Senior headed up a famous youth
theatre in Saint Petersburg before
founding the Pokoleniy Theatre in
1990. Many actors who now belong to
the seventeen-member company had
already been part of that ensemble. In
some cases, the second generation is
already on stage.
No regular subsidies are forthcoming
from the Russian State or the City of Saint
Petersburg, and the theatre has to finance
its activity through ticket sales, grants or
private donations. Pro Helvetia is one
source of funding for Alle Vögel sind schon
da. The City of Saint Petersburg is putting
up half a million roubles, or a good 12,000
Swiss francs. Because of the theatre’s
precarious financial situation, many of the
players teach acting on the side or play
small parts in films and television shows –
often in the role of sniper, policeman or
soldier, in line with the taste of the Russian
audience.
Alongside the confusion surrounding
the Conference, the Swiss-Russian co-production also examines the fairy tales and
myths of the two countries, such as the
witch Baba Yaga, into whom the innkeeper

Päppu Jäggi is transformed, an ominous
“Magic Helvetia,” or legendary historic personages such as Lenin, Trotsky or Karl
Marx. The different relationships of participants to their respective countries and national histories provided plenty of subject
matter for discussion during the rehearsals
as well as off-stage. Lenin’s burial in Zimmerwald would have given little cause for
controversy in a Swiss theatre. “But for the
Russian players this is evidently a delicate

Séjour was pulled down in the 1970s, and
not a single monument recalls the famous
visitors. At the same time, knowledge of
their own history is also fading among Russians. Theatre-goers today are not familiar
with all of the revolutionaries who make an
appearance in the play. And a joke is going
around on the internet, asking “Who was
this Mr Zimmerwald?”
Work on the Alle Vögel sind schon da
theatre project began in 2013. In July of
that year, authors von Graffenried
and Kämpf, two actresses and Simon
Ho, who is in charge of the music,
travelled to Russia from Switzerland.
After three weeks of rehearsals, the
play was performed for the first time
in the fringe programme of the Manifesta in Saint Petersburg – but as no
more than a snapshot. This past autumn, this time after several weeks of
rehearsals in Switzerland, the play finally premiered with a changed cast
in Bern, after which it moved to Zurich and Chur. Further presentations
at the Pokoleniy Theatre in Saint Petersburg are scheduled for April 2015.
“Of course, a performance in Zimmerwald to mark the one-hundredth
anniversary of the Conference would
be particularly welcome,” Eberhard
Köhler muses. They would all be willing. Then again: “Who could play the
part of Lenin better than I can?” ArDouble deception: everyone is hiding something.
tyom Shilov asks with a twinkle in his
eye – and points to his beard and hairsubject,” as Ariane von Graffenried de- style, which he has grown specially in the
scribes her experience. In particular, the style of the revolutionary leader.
Russian side was reluctant at first to discuss
political issues, but as the cooperation proFor more information about the
performances in Saint Petersburg:
ceeded, exchanges between Russia and
www.pokoleniy.ru
Switzerland became more intense. Finally,
www.pokoleniy.com
even the crisis in the Ukraine found its way
Beatrice Bösiger was born in 1976 near Bern.
onto the stage. Excerpts from a speech datShe has been living and working as a Moscow
ing back to the early days of the Soviet Uncorrespondent since 2012.
ion about the independence of the Ukraine
Beat Schweizer (b. 1982) is a photographer
are recited. Some of the arguments are asbased in Bern and Moscow. His work has been
exhibited in France, England, Russia and
tonishingly similar to those used by Russia
Switzerland. He is currently working on a protoday regarding its neighbouring country.
ject about remote areas of Eastern Europe.
www.beatschweizer.com

Who is Zimmerwald?
The Conference also left different marks on
Switzerland and on Russia. While in vast
Russia, a Zimmerwald Street can still be
found in some localities, the town of Zimmerwald itself does little to foster its international political heritage. The Hotel Beau
R E PO R TAG E
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Translated from the German by Jaja Hargreaves
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The second edition of the Kochi-Muziris Biennale opens on 12 December. Three Swiss
artists are participating in the port city’s event.

The Kochi-Muziris Biennale is India’s
biggest art event, and its name reflects
its international flair. Muziris was an
important seaport in southwestern
India, until it was destroyed by floods in
the fourteenth century. After that, the
nearby city of Kochi took over trading
activities between Asia and Europe. The
new Biennale pays tribute to this centuries-old tradition of exchange. By expertly selecting themes from geography, history or astronomy, current curator Jitish
Kallat has rekindled the legend of the
cosmopolitan port city, where celestial
constellations were once discovered and
Vasco da Gama’s arrival in 1498 made

history. This year, three Swiss artists –
Julian Charrière, Christian Waldvogel
and Marie Velardi – are among those
invited to exhibit at the Biennale. In addition, the Swiss art historian and critic
Mirjam Fischer is the editor of the exhibition catalogue. The first Biennale in
2012 attracted nearly 400,000 visitors.
Even higher numbers are expected for
the second one, which is being held from
12 December 2014 to 29 March 2015.
kochimuzirisbiennale.org
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Across Borders
and Over
Mountains
On 7 September 2014, the Museo
Cantonale d’Arte in Lugano hosted the
launch of Viavai – Contrabbando culturale Svizzera-Lombardia. The programme, initiated by Pro Helvetia, with
the tongue-in-cheek name of “Cultural
Contraband,” aims to strengthen ties
and international cooperation between
artists and cultural institutions from
Switzerland and the neighbouring Italian region of Lombardy. The cultural exchange programme is structured along
two lines. On the one hand, the theme of
“Border Crossing” reflects the presence
and influence of the Italian language in
the Swiss border regions, and emphasizes the importance of italianità as a key
component of both Swiss and European
identity. On the other hand, the “Trans
alpine” theme, which essentially links
Zurich with Milan, investigates the relationship between art and technology.
Nineteen binational projects from all artistic disciplines will be launched by
April 2015. Among them is the exhibition Motion to Space (Projekt ArTransit), which runs from 14 January to 15
February 2015 simultaneously in the
Galleria Milano and the Istituto Svizzero
in Milan, and looks at the influence of
technological developments on contemporary art. In addition, the project XiViX
Op. 1515 pour Mannequins & Ensemble, which brings together music and
fashion design, will be seen and heard at
its premiere on 21 January 2015 in
Monthey, canton of Valais.
www.viavai-cultura.net

Photo: Andreas Gram / Martin Schmitz

An Art Biennale in India

On the Culture Beat for 75 Years
and Catholic-Conservative members of Parliament. The association set up its headquarters in
early 1940 at Hirschengraben 22
in Zurich, with the mandate of
providing an ideological counterpoint to the totalitarian propaganda emanating from neighbouring
Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy.
Philipp Etter, the Federal Councillor who spearheaded the pro1939 to 2014: Pro Helvetia has been supporting
ject, summarized the mission of
culture in Switzerland for 75 years.
this new federally-funded foundation in a memorandum detailing
On 20 October 1939, just a few weeks
“the organization and the task of protectafter the outbreak of World War II,
ing and promoting Swiss culture.”
In 1949, the association was transthe Swiss Federal Council established
an association for “spiritual national
formed into an arts council governed
defence,” in part at the urging of a
by public law, and renamed Pro Helvetia.
broad coalition of Social Democratic
In the course of its 75-year history, Pro

 elvetia has found itself time and again
H
at the centre of debates about cultural
policy in Switzerland. An account of this
history is provided in a study by the
historians Claude Hauser, Jakob Tanner
and Bruno Seger, entitled Zwischen
Kultur und Politik: Pro Helvetia 1939
bis 2009 (“Between Culture and Politics:
Pro Helvetia from 1939 to 2009”). Ever
since its foundation, the Swiss Arts
Council Pro Helvetia has supported and
promoted Swiss culture in Switzerland
and throughout the world. Among
its achievements, it counts over 3000 cultural events annually, held in over 90
countries. Within Switzerland, around
1000 cultural projects representing
all of the country’s linguistic regions are
realized each year with the support of
Pro Helvetia.
www.prohelvetia.ch
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Zurich,
City of Games
For three days this past fall, Zurich was
transformed into a gaming capital. Over
2200 game developers, students and
members of the industry found their way
to the Ludicious festival, which took
place on the Kasernenareal. This new
Swiss game festival was launched by the
city of Zurich together with Pro Helvetia.
Through live performances, exhibitions, workshops and conferences, the
festival brought young talent together
with representatives of the game design
industry. Pro Helvetia, the Federal Office
of Culture, Swissnex San Francisco and
the Suisa Foundation announced the
third edition of their jointly-run Call For
Projects: Swiss Games 2014/2015. At the
same time, Ludicious offered ordinary
visitors the opportunity to experience
the games hands-on, including a series
of workshops tailored especially to young
children.

Zurich’s game festival Ludicious provides new experiences in virtual reality.

The event’s organizers were pleased with
the very positive outcome, and a review
in the NZZ newspaper observed that
Swiss game design can now hold its own
on the international scene. Ludicious is
PR O H E LV E T IA NE W SFLASH
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planning a repeat performance next
year, in order to continue to support local talents and the local industry.
www.ludicious.ch

By Tiz Schaffer – Hörlgasse in the ninth
district of Vienna runs a little uphill. This is
where we find the offices of departure, the
creative centre of the Vienna Business
Agency. Cars roar past rather fast here.
Speed is also needed in the so-called competition of cities if one wants to stimulate
the economy and stay one step ahead. On
the fourth floor of a multiple dwelling,
seven people work in 150 square metres
of office space. There is no sign of the proverbial creative chaos here, and smoking is
now allowed in the kitchen only. This tidiness is a definite advantage. After all, the institution distributes about three million
Euro in municipal funding for creative projects and business ideas.
Elisabeth Noever-Ginthör (39) has
been the new director of the centre for six
months. She has been with the institution
since 2006 and knows it well. After an eighteen-month maternity leave, she explains,
she was able to distance herself enough to
tackle the task confidently. There is certainly enough to do. Indeed, departure
funds Vienna-based people, businesses and
projects, preferably with visionary ideas,
that bring together classic economic activities and the creative sector. Synergies are
thus created which, ideally, develop into
business models that work well.

PA R T N E R

Ready for
Takeoff
For ten years now, the Viennese
creative centre departure has
been funding innovative
projects at the intersection of
classic business models and
creative culture.

Sustainability and innovation
A look at the projects that have received
support yields a good overall picture of departure. The projects are neatly listed on
their website. There were well over 400 in
the past ten years, mainly from the fashion,
architecture, design and art sectors. Grants
are only allocated after an assessment by a
jury. Happylab, which deals with laser cutters and 3D printers, received the most recent grant of some 20,000 euro. As much
as 200,000 euro – the maximum funding
amount over three years – were made available to the fashion label Bergfabel. Through
this funding, the “avant-garde and innovative” clothing line was successfully established in the market. Sustainability is always a good idea. For approximately 50,000
euro, TOMeBike OG intends to make cycling more attractive, especially to the
physically impaired. The company is working on an e-bike designed for that purpose.
The departure website not only lists pro-

jects but also funding programmes that
have become effective. Among these programmes, there is “pioneer” for start-ups,
“experts” for expanding businesses, and
“focus”, which encourages submissions on
a given theme once a year. Last year’s topic,
for example, was “new sales,” which targeted projects in the distribution segment.
Anyone hoping to obtain a grant from
departure should not only move off the
beaten track and present a convincing
concept, but also be proficient in English.
“Social Entrepreneurship,” “Urban Manufacturing,” “Shared Economies,” “Content
Award,” “Learning Journey” – these are departure’s fields of activity mentioned by
Noever-Ginthör during the interview. In
fact, the term “creative class”
was coined by the American
economist Richard Florida at the
beginning of the twenty-first century.
What is new is the fact that departure is no
longer a limited liability company (GmbH)
because it was recently incorporated into
the Vienna Business Agency. Some feared
this would lead to downgrading, but the
director affirms: “The funding volume
and the operative budget have remained
the same.” She explains that there was no
thematic competition this year – there is
supposed to be one next year – because the
institution was extremely busy. For example with the publication Something special
– Vienna, the creative city, which was published on the occasion of departure’s tenyear anniversary. The publication not only
looks back, but also indicates, in Noever-
Ginthör’s words, “where the journey is
heading.” With departure acting as guide,
of course.
www.departure.at
Tiz Schaffer (b. 1974) is a contributing editor at
the Austrian weekly magazine Falter.
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Translated from the German by Clarissa Hull
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Stranger
in Paradise
By Wagdy El-Komy – I came to Switzerland on a Pro Helvetia residency in order to
complete my fourth book. I was driven by
an immensely powerful ambition to discover a country famous for its political neutrality, its advanced civilization and culture,
and its awareness of its distinctive position
in the middle of the European continent.
With these thoughts in mind, I wanted to
discover more and more of this rich country – the focus of all eyes, because it is one
of those wealthy states whose banks guard
the money of existing and toppled dictatorships. Legends circulate about the vaults in
which these fortunes are stored beneath
the Swiss lakes.
I had sensed that this atmosphere of
legend would be appropriate for the birth
of my book, and this feeling was confirmed
when I set foot on the ground at Zurich
airport on my way to a three-month stay at
the Villa Sträuli in Winterthur. Previously
I had not understood what it meant for a
writer to be entirely free to write about
Egypt and Egyptian woes in a European
country. After I arrived in Switzerland, I
understood that every writer needs this
experience of living at a distance from his
country, released from the pressures of
professional and family life, and thus able
to take stock of his literary and professional
endeavours.
“What is the sense of Switzerland
spending all this money on me so that I can
live here for three months?” This question
haunted me as I visited its cities, examined
its people’s faces at close range, ate at its
restaurants, and frequented its shops. I behaved just like every good Swiss citizen
who observes the traffic regulations and
stands in the long lines at the check-out,
never trying to jump the queue or push
past his fellow citizens.
During my stay, from May to July
2014, I observed the Swiss leading their
peaceful, tranquil lives. No one is bad-tempered. There are no quarrels. How strange.
How can the Swiss live without quarrelling? In the whole three months I did not

once see a quarrel or hear a raised voice.
Did God bestow this peaceful nature on
the Swiss, while making us the most hotheaded of his creatures? Or do they have secret rooms they go to when they want to
fight it out? What does a Swiss citizen look
like when he is angry? I saw smiles on their
faces, I saw them laugh, I saw them ask me
if they could sit down opposite me in the
train, but I never saw any Swiss people arguing with their neighbours, giving anyone
a shove or letting fly with their fists.
I had numerous experiences, too
many to recount here. I once went into an
imposing edifice in the city of Winterthur
where I was living, thinking the building
was some museum or other. At the entrance two lovers were exchanging passionate kisses. I walked through the entrance
hall and along the corridors, with nobody
stopping me. I only saw a few employees
hurrying from one office to another. On the
walls were many portraits of people whose
significance I could not grasp. Then I asked
someone: “Where’s the main hall of the
museum?” He answered, amazed: “This
isn’t a museum, it’s the City Hall.” I withdrew in embarrassment. This is a country
whose people are peaceful. They do not harass strangers or treat them harshly, even
when they make mistakes. And there are no
CAR T E B LANCH E
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strict security guards at the entrances to
their government offices.
My friends urged me not to leave Switzerland, but to stay there and look for an
opportunity to work and live far away from
home. During my Swiss residence, Egypt
was being ravaged by tragic events. Stricter
regulations were issued against journalists.
Citizens taking part in a demonstration
against an arbitrary law were arrested and
given excessive sentences. The price of fuel
went up. There were continuous power
cuts and the electricity was rarely restored
the same day. The water supply was also
regularly interrupted during the difficult
summer period. There was no glimmer of
hope on the horizon. Although my friends
were advising me to stay in Switzerland and
not come back, I felt just like my ancestor
Adam. He too preferred Earth to Paradise.
Switzerland may be heaven on earth, but I
must return to my country to plant some
clouds.
Wagdy El-Komy is an Egyptian journalist and
novelist based in Cairo. From May to July 2014
he was a Pro Helvetia artist in residence at the
Villa Sträuli in Winterthur.
Translated from the Arabic by Hilary Kilpatrick
Illustration: Rodja Galli
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Sarah Haug
Hairsaloon, 2014
Ink on paper
200 × 132 cm
Paper, projection, mural or animated film: in
any medium, Sarah Haug’s artworks overflow
with imagination. They feature extravagant
mythical creatures who possess recognizable
traits of animals, humans and plants. Happenstance plays an important role, as the artist explains: “I usually make my sketches
spontaneously and with quick strokes. The
most interesting figures often develop out of
my mistakes.”
The theme of identity is present throughout Sarah Haug’s work. Who are we, and how
do we represent ourselves? In Hairsaloon she
brings together different forms of self-presentation within one composition. The work
was created for an exhibition in a space below
a hair salon. “As a result, attending the exhibition’s opening could be linked with getting a
new haircut. My images were also intended as
inspirations,” Haug recalls. Unusual juxtapositions like this one are typical of Haug’s art.
She describes herself as having a weakness for
the grotesque. And as her work demonstrates,
a good sense of humour is one of her strengths.
Sarah Haug was born in 1979 in Bern.
She studied visual communication, illustration and animation in Geneva and Lucerne,
and works as a freelance artist and illustrator
in Geneva. Her animated film Terrarium No 1
(2014) was designed to be projected into shop
windows; it has been shown at film festivals
including Fantoche in Baden, Animatou in
Geneva, and Croydon IFF in London. Haug has
also been invited to perform a narrative VJ set
at the Dokfest in Kassel, Germany.
www.sarahhaug.com

In each Passages issue, Gallery presents a work
by a Swiss artist.
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Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss
culture in Switzerland and throughout the
world. It supports diversity in creative culture,
stimulates reflection on cultural needs, and
contributes to an open and culturally pluralist
Switzerland.

Here and There:
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Migration
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Dream Job: Artist
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Silver Award winner
Category: NPOs /
Associations /
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This is architecture as erotics,
but even more so, it is the ultimate
example of scenography: the total
engagement of the senses of the spectator
or, if you will, the sensory seduction
of the spectator.
The Simulacrum of Reality
Arnold Aronson, p. 14

Within a very short space of time,
the cultural sphere has seen the creation of new
standards for packaging content, and now
there is no turning back.
We Cannot Not Stage Things
Martin Heller, interview by Till Briegleb, p. 22

I travel through countries, places, spaces and times,
before I am disgorged once again into the auditorium.
What remains are the stories, the images and the physical
Performing Place and Space
experiences.
Imanuel Schipper, p. 27
Are consumerism and publicity not becoming one big
exercise in scenography: from the city as theme park, to the world of
The Experience Economy
design and lifestyle?
Lieven De Cauter, p. 30
www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en

Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss culture in Switzerland and throughout the world.

